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I am induced to write this small work on Brewing, through having
a long and varied experience, both in London and different parts of
England; and having practised the various systems, I have formed
my own conclusion as to the best method of brewing practically to
produce a good sound article, combined 'With good keeping qualities.
Not having a knowledge of chemistry, you will perceive at once
that this treatise is based on practical e:sperience, an;d not written
from theory. Chemistry is a great science no one can doubt, and its
advantage in brewing seems quite patent to the ordinary practical
brewer; although I must confess I am not so enraptured with the
science :myself in respeot to brewing, inasmuch as I am quite
satisfied that with pure spring water, immaterial whether it is
Ihlrton water or from any other part of England, an(l being supplied
with the best materials in }faH, and the best East Kent Hops, for
Pale A.le, I should be fully satisfi~a that I should not require the
aid of a chemist. It is quite evident that chemistry hus nothing to
do with the production of Malt liquors. For analyti~al purposes it
is invaluable. Very well, the scientific brewer has a gyle of .Ale
gone wrong; he im.mediately has recourse to the chemicals; he
detects the cause, but he cannot alter the evil, and attributes it
probably to atmospheric influences; or perhaps the worts were
pitched with unsound yeast; or he might att.ribute it to otheT
causes; however, he has detcctec1 the evil, and will endeavour to
prevent its oecurence for the future; but why does he not prevent
the evil? The fact is simply this,-that neither the scientific
brewer, nor any other human being, can prevent Ale from acidifying~

Surely, if it can be done by the aid of chemicals, after so much
experimenting I think it is high time it was bronght to light.
TheTo can be no (loubt tllat the scientific brewer is often carried too

far by his scieneet and is apt to make more mistakes than the
ordinary practical man, W110 pays far mote attention to the f€l'lllcnta..

tions, or, I will say, the most important part of the process, than t.he
gentleman. brewer, who is fond of sitting in the chemical room
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expe:rimenting on the Ales. If statistics could be obtained as to the
quantity of Doer spoiled by the scientific brower, and also by the
ol'(linnry praotioal man, I am confident that it would be favourable
to the latter; for I believe that there have been more Ales spoiled
from oxperimenting, and scientific men brewing from their theoretical
knowledge, than from any other cause; inasmuch that Ales brewed
from. theory will not keep good, the least change of the atmosphero1

particRltll'ly in summer, making the Ales turbid and in a state of
ferment, which would be called it second fermentation, and the action

of such ferment takes the flavour from the Ale? causing it to drink
hard and raw, the same as though it had not been boiled its proper
time.. It also takes the colour, and considerably weakens the Ale,
and there is no rem.edy to alter tho evil. Probably a little lmowledge
of chemistry would be useful to discover the cause, not to cure the...
evil in the :present :Beer, but to prevent it for the future. The art
of brewing has derived very little benefit up to the present time
from the progress of chemical knowledge, as far as discovery goes,
in the production of good sound keeping :Beers.

Tlle :rules that I am about to lay down are so strictly practical,
that even the uninitiated will be able to carry out a brewing of any
class of Ale specified :in thi~ work, without the least fear of sp(}lling
the article he is manufacturing, provided he adheres closely to the
rules as they are laid down. I will comm(}uce with a thirty pound
Ale, that being a moderate weight compared with the Burton Strong
Ales, whose gravity vanes from thirty-five to forty pounds. In this .
I will leave to the operator to e::ercise his owudiscretion, as I do
not consid.er it my duty to dictate to the tradesman the~xact

strength he should brew the Beers he sells; there are so mttny
different sorts of A.le brewed, more so in London than any other
part of the Kingdom, consequently the brewer :must study his own
interest as well as his customers.

BREWERY.
I have seen a good many curiously constructed breweries in

different parts of England; some have not been worthy the name of
brewery, and to describe the principal part of them would be a.

waste of time. I am not allu.ding to publicans whQ brew their own
:Beer for a retail trade; it is very seldom they have sufficient room
to manufacture th.eir small quantities judiciously for their home
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oonsumption, they have no alternative but:to let the brew-house
temain in its old state, and carry out the same system they ha.ve
done for years; probably, however, a few suggestions thrown ou.t
in the way of improvement would not be amiss. I will say a Rve
'Or ten quarter plant, or less size than the above, that would be
immaterial if you brew by ~team power, excepting the boiling of
your worts, which should be boiled in an open copper; there should
be a water tank or iron boiler on the top part of the brewery, with
a coil of pipe placed in. the same, connected with the steam power,
for heating the water to mash with; tLllderneath the above tank or
'boiler you would place the mash~tun; a little on one side of the
mash-tun, on the next story below, should be the wort copper,
whereby the worts can run from the mash ·direet into the copper,
conseqllently you would not require an underback, and the worts
would not be so liable to take acid as they would by remaining in
the underback fur an hour 01' two. The worts in the copper, you
~an. 'be raising the h~at for boiling.. I would also have the coolers
-on the same floor as the wort copper; thereby doing away with
'Pumping of worts; underneath the coolers sho'uld be placed the
fermenting rounds {)r squares, and from them you TUn. the Ales into
the cleansing -cask. A. brewery :fitted on this principle, the
proprietor would save a great expense in labour, and get his
brewings over in a third less time, which is most essential to prevent
the warts from. acidifying, which often takes place by hanging about
~ither in the nnderback or on the coolers. A brewery for a
publican who brews Home :Brewed Eeer, as it is generally called,
'Could be :fitt.ed ()H the same principle, only on a much smaller scale;
he would find it very beneficial to his own interest, his article
would give universal satisfaction, and he would do away with all
dipping of WQrls, handling them from one utensil to the other, and
be able to <3arry out his brewings upon the same principle and
method as the wholesale brewer..

WATER FOR BREWING,
The water certainly has a great deal to do with brewing) and it

is not every county that is able to boast of such pure and excellent
spring water as :Button-on-Trent; to which most persons attribute
the excellen.co of the :Burion. Ales~ I am. not £0 decided on this
point~ Admitting the qualitiN; of the water to be second to none1

B 1
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that the materials are the very best the country can produce, that
the breweries are fittecl on the most modern plans, and the best
operators that can be had for money; if you take the above into
consideration, the qualitios of the Burton Ales are easily to be
accounted for, and should be clear to every one. Even if you have
good water, and a. good brewer, but use bad Malt and Hops, it is a
matter of impossibility to produce a good article. There are bad
Ales brewed at :Burton as well as other parts of the country, chiefly
by the small hrowers, who probably are not so choice in the selection
of their Malt ttnd Hops as the larger :firms; moreover their system
of cleansing is very detrimentnl to tlle Ales, and almost certain to
bring on a second fermentation in the Store ....4.1es that are brewed in
cold wenthcT. There uro other brewC'rs whose .Ales are as good as

those of Button, according to my humble judgment, and I may

instance those of Messrs. Flowers & Sons, of Stratford-on-Avon,
which are equal to the best Burton brands. I am confident that
wherever a good supply of pure spring water can be obtained, and
the 'V'ery. best Malt and Hops that can be procured, and a good
operator, you will then be able to compete with the Burton brewers.
There are many people who are under the impression that the l3urton
brewers infuse some noxious ingredient in their Ales, so as to give
them that soft and agreeable flavour, but I am of a different opinion,
and cannot entertain the idea for a moment; they would never run
the risk of such adangerolls proceeding, inasmuch as the Excise
are always on the alert. If there was the least suspicion

attached to nu)" firm, the excisemen would be sure to find it out;
and if the brewer sbould be detected the :firm would lose its
reputation as a respectable house of business; besides, the ingredients
for adulterating Deers would be of no benefit whatever to the brewer,
they would not give the Ales a pleasant fluvour, but would cause
those who drink them to bo very soon intoxicated, and m.ake them
feel it \'erv acutelv in the morning... ..

~rl'. MI)L'tSEUX, F.G.S., says :-(& The waters used in connection

with the 'brewtnies of 13lll'ton consist of no less than seven different

kinils,each of which, with one exception, is derived from different
distinct deposits of loeal oceurrenee, viz., J3uuter conglomerates,
Keuper sandstones and mads, tlw ,""alley gravels, an<l from two
Reparate dt:posits by ancient :dyer action. The seventh is the water
from the l'h"'er Trent. Of these, two only-those fl:om the valley
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gravels and Keuper marls-have hitherto been used for brewing
purposes. The recent artesian borings by Messrs. Allsopps & Sons

and Messrs. Salt & Co., into the conglomerutes and Keuper sand
stones, have resulted in the opening up of secoutlury supplies from

those beels, of which, although there exists no complete analysis of

their chemical contents, an examination has been macIc, sufficient for
the purposes of determining that they are free from organic Dlutter;

that they contain a low per <centage of sulphate of lime, and that
although carbonate of lime is present in large quantities, it does not
amount to anything like the proportion of sulphate of lime con
tained in the waters of the valley gravels or of waters obtained
from boring in rocks directly associate(l with the Keupcr IImrlB; and
hitherto these waters have beon applied simply to cooling and other
ordinary purposes connented with the breworios, and their value as
brewing waters is a point as yet undecided.

" These latter Keupm' mads are1 I think, scarcely entitled to

the distinction of water-boaring beds. Except at Messrs. Dass and
,0- Co.'s new brewery in Station Street, their old brewery in High

Streot, and at Mr. J\Iarston's brewery at HOl'ninglow, I do not find
them yielding water in any available quantity; and at the former
borings I believe the supply to be delivvd from faults 01' llSSU1'CS out
diagonally through the marIs, and not from any undisturbed bed2
of that formatiou. I think the isolated po:sition of the supply is
indicative of this. Neither at the bOl'ingsu.t the middle brewery,
which were only about ninety yurds distant to the N.E., nor at
Messrs. Allsopps & Sons, nor Messrs. Salt & CO.'s borings, adjoining
those at the old bre,yery, ",vas the second stratum touched upon,

although not more than about one hUlldl'(~d yarus north of it, and
neither has it been struck elsewhere in the valley. The wells at
Mr. Mtu'$ton's hre,very, HOl'ninglo'wt occupy a ilHfel'Cllt position to"

any other wells nsed for brewing pUl'p08eS in the !It'ighbuurhood,

being sunk through three feet of tClTuCC gran~ls into twent.y-seven

feet of shaly, blue, and gypscous murIs, the water of 'which appeared

f' b . b d " h ,;} '1;.," k '..' -..to come rom a .asement an O.L urn, ulUe,;'5 ·er!')" llUH'J.S, at iHtten

feet below the level of the Trent vttlley gru.rels, in which the old
wells of Burton are gcneraUy~unk.

"The water obtained from the vulloy gravel ,yells are very
dissimilar in their chomical constituents-two of any localitJ"' how

ever closelyconnected1 neyer thoJ:oughly agreeing in thch: separat~
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t'The sample No. 1 was obtained from artesian borings beneath
seventy feet of Keuper marIs ; No. 2 from a well sunk in thirty feet
of valley gmvels, on the east side of High Street; and No. 3 from
a private well on the west side of High Street, but in the line of
the old breweries, and in about twenty feet of gravel. Two things
are specially noticeable in the result of these analyses, 'Viz., the
remarkable difference in the total amount of inorganic substances
contained in the three samples of water, and the striking pre
ponderance of sulphate of lime present in the waters from artesian
bormgs, as compared with that mineral contained in waters from
the valley gravels. In the first place, as already explained, with
the exception of the wells in Keuper marls at Horninglow, none of
the bonngs or sinkings in the marls of the valley show them to be,
strictly speaking, water bearing strata. They are mostly dry, and
springs have only been tapped in underlying deposits of sand or
shingle, and each at ~ifferent levels in the deposits penetrated;
consequently we must not assume for the marls, subjacent to the
town, any particular credit as contributing either tQ the chemical
properties of its waters, or as being to any appreciable extent the
storehouse of the supply. We must look for the source of the
calcareous ingredient rather in that vast tract of Keuper marIs lying
west of the valley, and which, i5tretching over the old area ot
Needwood Forest, contains, in a greater or less degree of develop...
ment, those eurous gypseous aggl'egations of which the quarries at
Fa-u1d, and an enlarged district surrounding it, afford SUc!l interest...
ing examples" and which, in order to meet the demand upon them,.
must be, comparatively speaking, of almost inexhaustible extent
and resource.

"Herr Griegs, F.R.S., kindly informs me that, in any calcula
tions I wish to make, I may take the average amount of gypsum

derived from the water used in brewing 1,,000 barrels of Ale at
250 pounds weight. Assuming therefore, by way of illustration,
that Dnrton produces nnnuaUy 1,400,.000 barrels of Ale, no less
than 350,000 pounds of this mineral arc raised from the valloy
gravels, assist in the m.anufacture of that ql.la.ntity of Ale or bitter
Beer, tlnd arc, with tho~e beverages, imbibetl at different points in
the four (luarters of the earth. If for every harrel of' Ale We allow
two barrels for washing and cooling pnrpo~es, the total weight of
gypsum contained in th.e: 4,200,000 'barrels of water thus disl°}{)SHl.
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of amounts to 1,050,000 pounds. Enormous however as, u.nder
the circumstances" these figures show tho consumption to be, they
do not reprcsent <me..tcnth of the actual anlOunt of' gypsum that is
annually (lorived from. the parent beels, and passed seawards beneath
the town in astuto of solution; and when it is consitlerea that this
process, this 'Work of (llstribution, has been in operation century
upon century, age upon age, back, it may be, to remote geological
epochs, and that--e:x:cept by the aid of chemistry, which reckons
by grains-we have but little evidence of its action, we cannot, I
think, fail to be struck with the magnitude of the deposits from
which the sulphate of lim.e is obtained, and the remarkably per
sistent and wonderful character of the operation by which it is
distributed among the gravels of tIle vulley.t'

GRINDING THE MALT.
LEVESQUF.; sars :_H This operation is pOl'forme(1 with stones or

rollers, or a steel mi117 ndaptctl to llOrsc or hand !lower, which will,

if in good order, answer the purpose T€qu.ired; yet rollers have the
preference, inasmuch as they make hut little. wuste of flonr} and are
kept in repair at a h'iflingexpense; care boing taken that the Malt
passes through a wire screen from the feeder, to keep hard sub...
stances from accidentally passing through the rollers. It is neces...
sary to regulate the feed so as to prevent an overcharge, and to set
the machinery So us to grind and crush every corn, to imbibe the
liquor freely.. Make it an invariable rule to grind the :Malt the day
before brewing, for the benefit of cooling.

t( 'Vhen a mig,ed grist is used, as for Porter, grind the paler
Malts first into the tun, and the browner Malts last; and level each,

because the paler qualities the liquor before it touches the browner

'Malt. 'Vhen patent ilalt is used instead of brown and amber, let
that also be put upon the pale :Malt: and remember to grind it
finer."

MASHING FOR STOOK ALES.
There ure muny different opinions in regard to the water. Some

are favourable to soft or rain water) others pr~fer water from a running
brook; and there are those who like the water pumped into a tank,
and let it be exposed to the atmosphere; of course in the winter the
latter can do neither harm nor good" but in the suuuner in 8t very
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short time stagnant water becomes impregnated with filth, and quite
unwholesome, and unfit for brewing purposes. Some prefer boiling
the water some time previous to mashing, and let it stand awhile
to allow the sediment or lime to deposit; and that, from my own
experience, is neither injurious nor good. It is requisite to heat the

water considerably higher than you want it, I will say 190°. The
water having attained the above heat, turn into your mash-tun one
barrel and a half of water to each quarter of Malt, no matter how
many quarters you wet; having turned your water into the mash~

tun, you now add a little cold water to reduce the hot water to the
required heat. In cold weather the heat should be 1700 in. the
mash-tun, but in the summer 5° lower would suffice to extract the
saccharine matter from the Malt. Having got the water to the
above mentioned heat, you now shoot the Malt into the mash·tun,
either from the sacks, or if you have a hopper over the tun it would

be preferable to sacks, inasmuch that you can let it in gradually" or
as you require it; however, if you have not this convenience for a
bin or hopper, you must abide by the sacks, taking care not to shoot
in too much Malt at a time; if j~OU have not a machine to mash
with, of course you must have recourse to the oars, and you also
require more hands to mash with the latter, as it is necessary to get
through the first part of the process with as little delay as possible,
because it is most essential to retain the heat to obtain a good extract ;
the quantity of liquor mentioned will make a good stiff mash, and
the stiffer the mash the hetter the extract. Having thoroughly
wetted the goods-Malt-turn one barrel more of water into the
mash-tun, at a temperature of 1850 to 190o~ to raise the heat. It
is quite immaterial whether i~ be turned over the goods or under.
The large brewers turn the water on l.mder the goods, but I prefer
turning the water over the goods, particularly in a small mash, the
machine, or mashing oars, whichever are used, should be kept going
at the same time the water is being turned on. Having completed
the first mash, you now cover the mash~tun, and let it stand two
hours. Having stood its proper time, the taps should now be turned
on gently, so as not to dxaw the goods and block the taps, th.ereby
causing considerable delay. The taps being turnBd the worts run.
into the underback, or the copper, the latter being far preferable to
t~e former, as you can then be raising the heat, whereas in the

underbaek the warts are lQosing their heat and hanging abou.t tor an
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hout' 01' two, and by that means acidity often takes place. Rttving
run off tIle first wort, you now commence sparging at a temperature of
185°, turn on two barrels of water to eaoh quarter of Malt; it is quite
im.material whether the goods are mashed the second time or not,
but as it is usual with most brewers to mash up the second mash, I
shall not advise them to depart from their custom. Raving turned
'On the above mentioned quantity of water, you cover the mash-tun
the second time and let it sta~d one hour. Raving stood its proper
time, you again turn the taps to run off the second W?rt. The first
and second mashes being completed, tur,n on for a return wort, or
small beer, about two barrels of water to eaoh quarter of Malt, at a
temIJerature of 1100 to 175°, mash up the g()ods, and after this has
been done let the mash stand one hour ; and if you are desirous of
making small beer, add IOlbs. of the best Jamaica suga~ to two
barrels of wort, which should be infused in the copper during the
time of boiling.

LEVESQUE ON :MA.SRING~-" Previous to and at the time of
performing the important operation of mashing, observe the
temperature of the air, and note it down in the brewing book,
with the day of the month, the hour of mashing, and the
quantity and quality of the Malt and Hops; the quantity of
liquor intended to be brewed, the number of barrels of liquor
£oreach mash, and the heats of the liquor (8ee thf!. table of 7teats).
In all eases, one barrel and a half' to one barrel and three firkins
is su:ffi.cient for a stiff mash, either with a mashing .machine or
with oars. The machine is much quicker, and more certain in
its operation, by preventing the malt from running into balls, which
is not only a loss, but a serious injury; because such portions or
Malt having escaped breaking or mashing, form into balls, and is
the consequence of careless mashing with oars; the Malt will like
wise be more subject to run into balls, ifmore liquor is applied than

recommended. for the stiff mash, and give more trouble to break

them. The Malt is not only wasted by balling, but those balls
being but partially wetted inside, and surrounded by a greater heat,
generate acidity in the second degree, if unbroken in the second
mash, which may be fully proved by inspection..

" As soon as the Malt is uniformly broken add the remaintler of
the liquor, and mash all together for fiye minutes; or, if with a
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machine, let it go once more round the tun with the quick DJ ove...
ment; at this pmiod take the heat of the mash, which should be
done in the following manner with a thermometer, invented by the
author for that purpose. Take this instrument, and atarmts length
sink the bulb into the middle of the depth of the goods, the heat of
which should not exceed 148°, nor be less than 143°.

. "Another method of mashing is, to turn all the liquor ~ntended
for the :first mash boiling into the mash-tun, and cool down to the
required heat,and then add the Malt; but for this method, the heat
must be taken considerably lower than when the liquor is ,applied
to the Malt, by running under the goods; the heat for the latter
method mnst be 8° lower, but the final heat, at the finishing of the
mash, must be the same.

"Attention and judgment, united with caution and practice,
will render this method of taking the heat at the conclusion of the
mash more perfect than any hitherto practised; for, at the time of
turning on for the making np the mash, with the man at the copper
cock, the machine or the oars working at the same timer the
brewer, with the thermometer in the mash, directing his eye to
the index:. to ascertain the degree of heat, has only to say the word
, stop' to the man at the cock. The method here pointed Qut is
applicable to every kind of Malt, in respect to colour, dryness,
slackness, weight, friability, or tenderness.

" The author has observed that the heaviest and palest Malt will
absorb the greatest quantity of liquor, because being of greater
substance; consequently, in proportion to the substance, more or
less, so will be the absorbing power. The colour and dryness, or
slackness, will also cause a variation. in the liquor and heat; always
taking into the account that weight and colour mnst turect the
brewer as to the quantity of liquor, as well as quaIityo£ heat re
quisite; for light coloUI~d or pale, being much heavier than brown
Malt, will absorb Inore liquor in proportion: or, if more liquor is
not put to the heavier Malt, the heat must be added accordingly.
The author having found the best results arise from the method of
bringing the mash always to the same degree of heat in the mash
tun, at the conclusion, is thoroughly convinced that the plan may
without fear be universally adopted, and will be more certain in its
effects, as it excludes all intervening circumstances between the
copper and the mashwtun, varieties of lIalt, &c. To render this
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more clear to the render, suppose there be any question I'e1ative to
tbe quality of the Malt-as to its newness, hardness, weight,
slackness, or dryness, all whioh circumstn.Dces require a variation of
the heat or the quuntity of liquor: the hrower being already ac..
quainted with the final heat of the :first mash of a. good operation,
has only to copy it for his future direotion.

" The first mash ought not to exceed one hour, in large quantities
of Malt; smaller quantities in proportion, down to 20 minutes,
with a machine. If oars are used, strength should not be wanting,
in order to mash as (luickly as possible. A& soon as the mash is
made up, re-charge the copper instantly, open the fire dampers, and
prepare liquor for the second mash; this gives the stoker an oppor
tunity, not found in any other part of the brewing, to burn up all
the :rubbish to clinken;, which it will do with a little attention: the
fire is to be damped with the rubbish when requil'ed for the first
mash" Hal£...an-hour before the time of standing has expired,
the underback is to be cleanly scalded and mopped out dry, to
receive the extract, or sweet-wort. Note down t.he time the mash
has stood; as also the neat of the tap} when about half spent, the
taps varying from 1420 to 146°. In warm and very hot weather,
let the first mash stand less time.

"In setting the tap, be careful to turn on very gently at firstt and
gradually increase to not exceeding half-cock; faster than that is
likely to draw the grains into the underback. To raise one degree
in the mash will raise one degree in the tap. The proof of a good
tap: the head should be close and tough, and of silvery ·whiteness;
and when examined in the brewer's silver pint, the head should
:resol~e into a df.>licate cream on the surface, full of efftlrvescing, and
:fine :flavoured. This is tIle character likely to produce a good
yeasty fermentation, and a liquor that win chop :fine.

H In raising the heat of the :first mash, the liquor must always
be let in under the false bottom, because heat ever ascends, and will
quickly indicate increase by the thermometer. In heats taken too
high, the silvery white head has a tinge of brown; and the higher
the heat the browner will be the head. In low heats the silvery
head does not appear, neither is it Sf) close, :firm, bright, or lively in
flavour; in very low heats the head will not stand) but fly off

instantly, and the tap will be thick and mu.ddy. Rere arises the
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danger of acidity, from the penetration of the external air, which,
if once caught, will never be a sound liquor.

It In brewing very small quantities in places exposed, the same
retention of heat in the maBh cannot be expected; and although
the heat of the tap will on this account differ, yet the character of
the tap will be similar. Such exposed places should be remedied;
and the best remedy is, in not letting the lnash stand so long,
because the liquor will not draw the Mnlt while thus cooling.

"If two mashes are made for the strong, the second mash may
be taken 10° or 12° higher than the first mash; if three mashes, in
stead of 10° or 12°, take 5° or 6° for each; and. the fonrth mash
160°. .A. large body of Malt will obtain the required heat in the
mash with a heat somewhat lower than a small quantity, on account
of the greater capacity and depth, and the less surface of wood and
metal; the effervescence and powers of retention of heat, for the
above reasons; are "increased. No brewer need feel at a loss in
making up his mash, with such ample assistance as my thermometer
will afford him in taking the heat in the mash-tun. The author
having had experience in this method of finally obtaining the heat
in the mash-tun, gives it as a test, to prevent many errors creeping
in, to which every brewer is more or less liable in every change of
weather, and particularly the less experienced, in reference to the
component partB of the heat of the mash, consisting of the air, the
malt, and the liquor. .In making due allowance for the 10SB or gain
of heat, there must always be a loss of heat from evaporation, and
a gain of heat when a higher dried Malt is used, &c.; and the
liquor must be raised or lowered accordingly.. There is also a great
loss of heat in cold weather, which must be counter-balanced in
the application of mashing heats; the errors may not be very great,
yet nicety in this point is roost essential, and m.ay be thus finally
and safely corrected by the foregoing method, which certainly

appears reasonable to common practice, that every first mash, to be
correct, must finally arrive at the same degree of heat in the mash
tun, whether of small or large quantities of Malt; and that heat is
eomposed of the temperature, heat of liqu.or, the dryn€SS, an.d the
weight or substance of the Malt; and thus the Tahle of Mashing
Heats and quantities per Quarter, together with the thermometer,
will assist the brewer to the fullest extent of his wi$hes and

demands.
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"The wort of the first mash being weighed, the character ob..
served, tIle heats taken, ancl tho quantity ascertained, it may all be
pumped up into tIle boiling~o:ff copper. Record all these particulars
in their proper places in the brewing book; they will enable the
brewer to ascertain how much is drawn per quarter with any given
quantity o£ liquor, and 11QW much will. be required of the Bccon.d

wort to make up the strength, making due allowance for the waste
in boiling, evaporation, &0. Here it must be strictly observed that
no delay takes place; and when the tap is spent, it nlust be nar
rowly watched, to prevent the thick running after the clear; then it
is the brewer's province to be ready with his next liquor instanter.

"Fly-mashing, whioh is modernly termed sparging, is to pass the
succeeding liquors over the goods, while the tap is spending; for
instance, as soon as the goods have sunk about four inches from the
original mark, the top inside covet being put on after the conclusion
of the :first mash, to break the force of the liquor; the force of the
liquor being thus broken, it will scarcely mingle with that under·
neath, but will follow and supply the place ,of the former, and
displace it, thereby obtaining a greater quantity of the nch first
'Wort, and drawing the goode with a smaller quantity of liquor, for
strong .Ales, &0. This is repeated, instead of the second and third
mashes; and mashing the last for sman, or returns. In this method
of fly-mashing, the after liquors pass through every interstice of
the goods; by which J¥ethod, concentrating the strength, saving,
valuable time, and helping return worts, as they contain nothing
but the worst quality, and are by no means desirable. It may seem
extravagant to throwaway a return wort, the gravity of which is
:five or six pounds per barrel; it is however, like skimmed milk,
but of little value.

t, Column 1 shows the temperature of the air.

"Column 2 shows the heat for maslring, at any required tem
perature; the degrees and cents. of a degree, are e:ihibited; there
fore 25 is a quarter, 50 the half, and 75 is three-fourths vf a degree-.

When above 50, or the half of a degree, take one degree; when
under 50 abate one. This exhibition is merely to show the effects
of calculation; for without which it would appear in some parts of
the Table that the grad:u.atiQue are unequal, when the reader might
expect to find equality.
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"Column 3 shows the hours and minutes for the standing of
the mash; observing that when the air is higher than. tempera.ture)
the time of the standing of the mash is to be diminished in ratio
through the four classes of mashing heats.

"The other heads show the firkins per quarter required for
mashing, and the J;teat of the mash at the conclusion.

"The heat of the tap is to be taken in the middle of the
spending.

" For every shade of Malt higher than the palest a reduction of
five degrees must be made. If the liquor is cooled down in the
mash-tun to receive the Malt, the liquor must be taken eight
degrees lower than in the other method.

"The heats of the t~p will correspond 'Very nearly with the
statement in well-constructed breweries, and when the tun is mashed
full, or nearly so.

·f
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BOILING THE WORTS.
There are groat differences of opinion in reference to boiling the

worts. The theoretical brewer, or gentleman brewerJ will tell you.
that he is very undecided as to boiling worts any length of time.

His theory is that the fermentation is quite suffioient to preserve the
keeping qualities or Ales; but your humble servan.t differ& very
much from that system of prooedure. Worts should be boiled
according to the gravityJ and the length of time you purpose keep
ing such Ales; the heavier the worts the more they waste in boiling,
consequently if you can boil the first and second worts at one boiling,
instead of two, you save in time and fuel as well. Such Ales as

are about 30 Ibs. in weight should be boiled two hours. If by long
boiling you lose in quantity, you certainly gain in quality; ana it
the worts should be above the average gravity by the saccharometer,
instead of reducing the strength with the return raw worts, it is
pr~ferable to use liquor (water) that has been boiled, and bring them
to the strength that you may require. The quantity of Hops to be
used for such a class of Ale as before mentioned, should be regulated
according to the length of time you wish to keep them; from 10 to
12 Ibs. of the best Hops would not be an unreasonable quantity for
keeping .Ales a twelve month. These nops should be put in the
copper as soon as possible, and a man kept by the side of the copper
with a mashing oar continually stirring them. down.. Having boiled

. the warts two hours, they are now to be turned into the hop back

and reUlain for about twenty minutes or half an hour, when the
Hops becom.e settled to the bottom of the back. The worts should
now be turned into the coolers, and should be got ready for the
fermenting tun with as little delay as possible.

BOILING.
~llE says :_H Let there be plenty of room in the copper,

for it is favourable to quick boiling. The author :recommends short
boiling for the preservation of the fine aromatie f1avourt and the
medicinal quality of the Hops; therefore to aim at long boiling,
and to use m.ore liquor for brewing on that account, is to deviate
from the purpose in view, incurring at the same time an extra

- expense of time and fuel. The criterion to be observed in boiling'

is, the separating and coagulating of the f&rillaceous ,articles of the

Q
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extract of Malt and Hops, which will generally-take place in about
nfteen m.inutes, when the interBtices of the wort become trans
parent, denoting the union, or combination of the sam.e, in the first
period; ncvcI,theless the boiling is erroneously continued far beyond

this period, sometimes two hours, for the first wart, dissipating
those fine qualities which it was the brewer'B intention to preserve,
under the idea that the :Boer will not keep without it, which is an
error in judgment; because the defect lies in the mashing heats, or
in some extraor(linary delay in the passage of the worts from the
underback to the copper.

" Observe, in ordinary Ale brewing, to boil the first wart one
hour, the second two hours; and if there be throe worts, boil the
first one bour, the second one hour and a half, and the third two
hours.

"In ordinary Portor brewing, boil the first wort one hour, the
second two hours, and the third three hours; observing that when
strong Ale or Stout is brewed for long keeping, and is heavily
hopped in the copper, that longer boiling is necessary for penetra

tion, to the amount of one-fourth part of the time allotted for each
'Wolt.

" EecDnit method. Boil the:first wort Iorty minutes; then add
the Hops, and boil until the separation of the farinaceous particles
takes place ~ fifteen minutes will be sufficient for this mode; less
time being given for evaporation, the fine fiiWQur will be preserved
in a greater degree.. Boil the other worts as before directed.

Tkiril metlwit. Boil until the breaking of the farinaceous
particles, and the 'transparency {)f the interstices of the wort takes
place, then discharge the whole together, Hops and all, into the
cask in which the liquor is intended to be kept, and bnng down for

the present, the cask then being quite full; at your leisure :fix the
safety "Valve, and there let the liquor remain untouched, to ferment

and depuxate, without any addition of yeast, which will require
twelve months for ordinary Ale..

U The vacuum caused in cooling will furnish room for the ex

pansion occasioned by this mode of spontaneous fermentation. The

time required for fermentation and depuration will be from eighteen
months to two years for the strongest Ales, or of a gravity of 460 in
a temperate cellar.

" Each. succeeding wort will require the addition of fresh Hops,
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which will give the liquor an improvement of flavour not to be
obtained by boiling the Hops over and over again. Worts of meaner
strength will, of course, require less time for fermenting and de
puration in proportion.

" Fourth met/wit. Boil the wort, without the Rops, thirty or
forty-five minutes, having the intended quantity of Hops previously
rubbed with the hands, and deposited in the cask in whioh such
liquor is intended to remain, then turn the boiling wort into the
cask, and when full to the bung :fix the safety valve. The troatmen.t
of this, and the suoceeding worts, is the same as observed in the
third method.

"It may be inconvenient to adopt this method of boiling a
considerable quantity togeth.er; but in the smaller movable bodies,
there can be no objection, if the time of keeping is not an object.
This process will suit the nobleman or private gentleman, where
expense is not spared to procure that wholesome and exhilarating
old English luxury of superlative quality.

"Fifth moae. Boil but a small quantity of Hops with the
worts, to the amount of one fourth part, or, in fact, any quantity
the brewer's judgment may dictate; and reserve the remainder to
be put in the vat at the time of racking and storing :Beer.

"In respect of obtaining the nne Havour of the Hop, long
boiling is totally at variance with that desirable object; conse
quently short and quick boiling is favourable to that purpose. It is
impossible to boil without dissipation to a certain extent.

"It may be objected by practitioners of minor experience, who
are unacqllainted with the principles and the chemical operation of
brewing that the liquor will. not keep without long boiling the
worts with the Hops, which is a mistaken idea, and extremely
fallacious; for the preservative quality of all malt liquor is resident
in the soundness and purity of the extract drawn from the :Malt in
the mash-tun, by the judicious application of the mashing heats, in
which alone the brewer can expect to find the principles of the
preservative quality; and the smallest degree of acidity, in this
stage of the operation, can never be extinguished~ It may be
neutralized by a chemical application for a time, but no boiling will
ever restore a won, unsound before going into the copper; th~re

fore the greatest nicety is required in obtaining a true care and
knowledge of the fundamental principles Q£ the Art of :Brewing..

02
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In the general process of making wine, no boiling is required for
the extract; the fruit is. mixed with the extracting medium in the
sta.te of natul'e, p.nd boiling is not requisite, and yet there is no
acidity in the result. Why is it? Because it is allowed to ferment
spontaneously; the principles of which being solvent in a cold
menstruum, pays from the vinous to the spirituous quality, without
the application of heat to open their pores for the reception of the
acetons particles~ of which the atmosphencair is composed; the
wine dTawn off when the vinous fermentation is completed, and the
depuration is going on, at which time the atmospheric air is ex

cluded to a certain extent.
" The precipitating principle of the liquor brewed and fermented

without the addition of ·yeast need not be doubted, if the place
provided for the purpose is within the limits of temperaturB, where
the fermentation and depuration is allowed to progress without the
intenuption occasioned by the sudden transition of heat and cold.
Such favourable situations can only be obtained underground, or in
the cliffs, contiguous to towns and cities, in different parts of the
kingdom; in some of which the author has had opportunity of
experience and observatiQn, where fermentation and depuration
were conducted with the greatest nicety and advantage, as to
brillianey and :flavour, till the last pint drawn from the cask.

~'The author does not, under any circumstances, approve of the
elToneous and anti-chemical method of steeping the Hops, either in
hot or cold liquor, previolIs to putting them. into the copper, under
the false idea of extracting more of the bitter of' the Hops; it is a
mistaken notion.

U The author fears not but his readers will readily admit that
his plan is superior to all others yet discovered; except where a
double expense is incurred, as in that of boiling in the double or
inverted vort copper, surrounded with liquor, on which the £ot"oo of
the fire is intended to operate, totally excluding the slightest
empyreumatic fla;vour to the warts, or wasting a particle of the
saccharine quality..
. "The brewer is well aware that the infusion of Rops in either
hot or cold liquor will. draw a far greater proportion of the bitter
quality. The same method may be pursned to an. unlimited extent,
and still extract 3. bitter liquur, or fluid, which is of no value. It
may be truly conct;ived and said that the first operation of extract..
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ing the bitter with aquee [Jura, is founded in error: and the last
certainly confirms it. The liquor thus used had far better be turned
into the mash-tun. There again excess is to be studiously avoided.

t, If the richness of the worts require an alteration in the bitter,
increase the quantity of Hops, by putting them into the vat or cask,
where the spirituous qualities, obtained by fermentation,_ is of a
thinner and more penetrating nature, which may be compared with
the powers of alcohol; therefore, for all philosophical and chemical
reasons, totally refrain from steeping the Hops in liquor; and avoid,
by all possible means, the evaporation of the aromatic quality, when
it can be retained by the adoption of the means I have before
recommended.

"The virtue of Malt, when extracted by the application Of
heats, and properly blended with Hops, will produce a perfect
combination of the essential qualities of both.

"The author approves of the tap spending upon the Hops in
the underback, or pumping the worts to the Hops in the coppel'~

back; but strongly reoommends the adopti~n of his newly-invented
copper and movable pan, which stands directly under the mash..
tun to receive the wort, instead of the circuitous method of the
underback."

FERMENTATION.
To get the cooling part forward there should be a fan :fixed in

the coolers that could be worked either by band or steam power,
the latter depending on the extent of the business, also a refrigerator.
The worts should now pass over the refrigerator, this being the last
process for cooling. A great many refrigerators have been brought
ont, but I do not know of one equal to the Capillary Refrigerator,
patented and manufactured by Messrs. Lawrence & Co" of London,
-it is cheaper and more effective for cooling purposes, more
dmable than any other machine in the market, and can be .
bought to suit any size brewery. There are some breweries
that have dispensed with coolers altogetltcr, amI l'efrigcl'ate from
the hop-back; but I cannot see the ncce~;~ity or such precipitation.
They contend that their worts are BouncIer, ancl they produce a
better article. I am not so favourable to that sY8telll of cooling.
I know of one brewery in London tllttt has nQ cooler, but refrigerates
from the hop..back; and for the size of the plant, and the amount
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of trade they do, they have more returned Beers and Ales, gone
acid, than anyone brewery of the same size in London, so I cannot
see the benefit of dispensing with coolers. Granting it is necessary
to cool the worts in a reasonable time, and not allow them to hang
about in the coolers day and night, particularly during atm.osphcr1c
changes, which are more frequent in the summer than winter, and
the W"ons more liable to take acid, therefore it is requisite not to
have the 'Worts too long exposed if you perceiV'c any change in the

weather, such as thunder, although the latter would act on the Ales
in the fermenting tun as wen as on the coolers; probably the effects

of thunder would bo more injurious to the worts on the coolers

than in the gyle-tun. The grav-ity of the Ales being 30 Ibs., you
pitch the WQrts at a temperature of 58° by thermometer, the
quantities of yeast to be used should be regulttted according to the
strength of the Ales that arc being manufactured; 1§ Ibs. weight of
yeast to each barrel of Ale would be enough; the second day's yeast

is preforable, as you will llave no cause to fear as to its soundness.

Raving got the worts in the fermenting tun at the above mentioned

heat, add the yeast and weU rouse the gyIc. Raving done this, take
the heat of the whole gyle and weigh the worts-·. heat 58° ther
mometer, gravity 30 Ibs. per barrel; this being done, the gylc-tun

should be covered to prevent the carbonic aeid gas escaping, as the
latter materially assists the fermentation. After the worts have
been in the gyle six hours, it is necessary to see how the fermenta
tion is progressing; take the hent merely to satisfy yourself that
the fermentation is going on an right, and if the heat has risen to
60° thermometer the attenuation sbould be redueed to 28° by
sa.ccharometer1 and so on as the heat rises, the attenuation should
be reduced until the hent has risen to 740

; the Ales wfluld then be
. reduced in attenuation to 141bs. weight by the saccharometer..

OLEANSING.
It is necessary now to clf'anse the Ales in small casks, snch as

hogsheads or pnncheons. In London tIle cleansing casks are fixed
on stillions, 01' troughs for cleansing, the fermenting tuns being
elevated, and it hose conncetecl with the tun of sufficient length to
reach any purl of the cleansing room; the l;nd of the hose is
inserted in the bung hole, antl the casks are filled at one time.
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Each cask being filled to the bung,. they are moved about half an
inch or little more out of their perpendicular on the stillion, So us to
allow the yeast a free course to the stillion. It is requisite now t~

pay great attention to the filling up of these casks, which is
generally entrusted to a confidential servant. They sh<JUld be filled

once an hour, or oftenal', should it be required, for the first ten
hours, after which the fernwntation begins to slacken, and does not
require fill~ngso often, although it is necessary to give your attention
to the cleansing, so that the fermentation shall not become too

languid fol' the want of being filled up, which should be done
every two hours until the Ales are thoroughly cleansed. The Ales
are now racked into difIerent size casks to suit the customers.

There are a great many brewers Who cleanse their .{lIes in firkins,
kilderkins, and upwards, and are sent out without racking; and the
Ales probably have not been out of the gyre-tun more than two
days. Into each of these small casks the brewer or cellarman
would infuse half-pint of isinglass finings, which would be
regulated in proportion to the size of the cask, this being the
London system of cleansing. •

I will now give you an exposition of the Burton system of
cleansing and fermenting. As far as the mashing at :Bulion, their
system is precisely the same as mine, which I have treated. on, their
boiling of the 'Warts for strong Ales being very little varied from
my system; the length of time for boiling strong worts- a'Verages
from one and,a half to two hours simmering; they never boil their
worts hard, their object for that being to preserve the aromatic
properties in their A.les, which causes to a great extent that soft and
agreeable flavour which is most predominant in the Burton Ales;
hard boiling will extract a very strong and unpleasant bitter, but
the aromatic qualities would evaporate with the steam, no saccharine
matter is evaporated, and the "Warts lose none oftheir g'l'avityby evapo
ration. Having gone through the process of mashing ancl boiling,
the worts are now turned into tlle underbaek, from thence into the

coolers, and pussed through the refrigel'ator to the gyle-tuns or fer...
monting squares or rounds, tllC latter being prefer.lb1c to tlle former,
to Iny mina, as they are easier to clean Hw.n sqmu'(}s. If squares

should not be properly cleaned out in the ecrllers, and any stale
yeast remnins, it is sure to affect tll(~ fermentation; then chemicals
are used to discover the cause. The" .Ales are passed into the gyle..
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tun at a temperature of 68° to 600
t being regulated according to the

temperature of the atmosphere. The gravity of these .Ales is from
35 to 40 Iba. weight of saccharine per barrel. The heat of the gyle
tun ia not allowed to exoeed 72°, and the attenuation would be
reduced to 141bs. by the saocharometer; but as this is impossible
without the aid of a. temperator, which would be placed in the
gyle-tun, and a continual stream of cold spring water passing through
the temperator, keeping the heat stationary until the attennation be
reduced to the desired gravity; it is then passed into a yeast trough
placed above the cleansing cask, tho latter containing a plug hole to
each union cask. The plugs having been taken out, the union casks
are :filled. This done, the plugs are replaced. At one end of the
trough is a small cistern, which takes the Ales for feeding the
cloansing cask. There is a chain of pipe connected with this
cistern which leads to every cleansing cask, so that by turning the

tap the casks are then what you may term self-feeding. There is a
pipe with a crane neck,. from which the yeast discharges itself into
the trough above. It is perceivable at once the advantage of these
union casks over the old system of cleansing; that is, for convenience
and 'cleanliness, and saving a vast amount of labour; not- that I am
going to infe't that yn-u can brew better Ale beoause you have union
casks, for I am of opinion that it is more for economising labour

and convenience. The Ales are allowed to remain in the cleansing
ca&k until they have discharged the whole of their yeast, or are

thoroug'hly cleansed. Underneath the UDion casks there is placed
another trough of a much smaller size. A.t the lQwer part of the

cask is inserted a screw tap, and by turning this tap the interior
Bucker is so far elevated as to be above the sediment that has
deposited, and therefore none of the impurities are carried off in the
liquor, but remain. in the easks. I toften happens that the yeasty
matter, ()t grounds disseminated through the Ale in the caskst does
not precipitate, and the consequence is that it causes the muddiness
to remain (see second iermentations). The .Ales having discharged
the whole of their yeast, or have become thoroughly cleansed, the
screw tap at the lower part of the casks is turned, and the Ales are
passed to the clam)dng or racking squa-res; it l'emaina in these
aquarcs from twelve to eighteen hours, so that the Ales become
almost bright; it is then mcked into jifferent size casks, and 1 lb. of
the best Raps infusNl into each barrel of Ale; it is then either
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stored ox sent to their Agents at dift'erent parts of the country, and
stored away by the latter. Having supplied their Agents, they fill
up the stores at home, whioh are something oonsiderably large.
You will perceive by the many processes the Burton ..Ales go
through, that it is almost a matter of iJnpossibility for Ales to
undergo a second fermentation, which is the most injurous effect
Ales can be subject to. The system of the small brewers a.t :Burton
is quite different to the larger firms. It is not a matter of surprise
to see so much returned Beer come back to the brewer, taking into
consideration the system he carries out for cleansing; His method
will answer very well in mild weather, but as soon as the cold wea
ther sets in he is competent to brew yeast-bitten :Beer with the best
of his day, such Ales being stored away for the summer consumption,
and as soon as the hot weather comes, or a change in the atmosphere,
the Ales at once become turbid,and causes a second fermentation to
take place. The same system of cleaning is adopted in. many
parts of England. .A tin tube is let into the top part of the casks,
the end projecting outwards over the head of the casks, with a small
tub for the tube or pipe to discharge its yeast into. Surely stillions
are preferable to a lot of tubes scattered over the cleansing room;
but it is customary~ and people cannot depart from it. My advice
would be to every brewer, use StilliOllS' for cleansing, and let the
Ales cleanse themselves from the bung hole. The yeast will dis
charge itself from the cleansing casks much freer than from these •
tin pipes. I prefer stillions ftxed around the cleansing room, with a
small tank at one end.. into which the Ales from the cleansing casks
would run from the stillions; and above this tank should be placed
a small :five or six barrel vat, elevated 8ufiiciently to command the
whole of the cleansing room. There should be a small won pump
fixed to pump the worts from the tank into the small vat above, for
feeding the cleansing casks. There should be a pipe connected to
the above mentioned vat or feeder, fixed to the wall around the
cleansing room, and unions or joints, made for branching olf into
each cask, with a small crane neck pipe leading to the bung hole;
by lifting this pipe you stop the feeding, or ean turn it on as the
case may he, consequently topping up with cans is dispensed with,
and by this means you save a vast amoun.tof labour, the Ales arc
much better cleansed, and the cask would be self-feeding, similar to
those in use at Burlon.
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LEVESQ;1IE says :-"Ferment all keeping :Beers to one fourth
part of their original gravity, in a temperature of the gyle not
exceeding 70°; which is most preferable for fine :flavour, lligh con
dition, and spirituous quality. In the brewing season in many
instances, the gyIe may be kept within the limits or '70° by the
attemperator.

" When lighter Beers are brewed,~the temperature may be kept
in the gyle~tuns within the limits of 70°1 by the assistance of the
attemporator, or refrigerator, in the gyle-tuns, which every brewer
will find it absolutely necessary to adopt, to enable him to compete

with others.
" Without the attemporo.tor the brewer must regulate the cleans

ing point by tlle advance of heat or temperature of the gyle; but,
having the attemporator or refrigerator, he may with safety affix
the cleansing point at 70°, observing that his attenuation are within
the limits of one third or one fonrth of the original gravity.

H Acetous fermentation arises, either from premature fermenta
tion, or from liquor not having been sufficiently fermented. It will
commence in underfermented liquor, which, from its peculiar sweet
ness, is of that fretty nature as to be continually generating acidity,
ih direct opposition to the precipitation of the grosser particles
which ure included and entangled in the sweet liquor; this pl'ecipi- ,.
talion takes place when the gravity of the worts is sufficiently
diminished by fermentation 01" attenuation,' within limits before
described, 70°.

" Acetous fermentation will also occur in the mash-tun, from the
application of mashing heats taken at too Iow degrees of heat,
whereby the pores of the liquor are so much opened that they
readily imbibe too large a portion of atmospheric air; so that it is
possible for the whole body of goods in the mash..tun to be changed
from sweetness to acidity before the tap is set. Worts of this
description will ferment very rapidly; and produce a large quantity
of yeast; but the liquor will be acid. .Acillity may be Daught in
any of the mashes, although the first mash may have escapec1; but
if caught in the first, an subsequent mashes must share the same
injury: neither extra hopping nor boiling will be of any aSltil.

H Acetous fermentation ensues when the nlashing heats are taken
too high, thereby, in a great measure, closing the pores or the 'Wart
to the fermentation matter, or yeast; the consequence is, that the
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fermentation proceeds with great difficulty; the head is very low,
and brown or fiery in appearance, with a hissing noise; sometimes
it will appear as if boiling. Worts of this description require more
yeast, to force the fermentation to discharge the yeast; yet the
discharge is not sufficient: the rest remains in the liquor, which is
the cause of acidity and fret in the opposite degree of mashing heats
taken too low.

"Racking. This process requires ability and care to retain the
effervescing spirit and fine flavour of the liquor.

" If the liquor is drawn off in too flat a state, it will not recover
in the cask without art; and even that is insufficient for the perfect
recovery of flatness; therefore the best brewing and fermenting may,
by neglect in this stage, be rendered useless; for if the liquor is
tapped while flat, it will not afterwards recover.

" The brewer must be well acquainted with the time necessary
for recovering liquor from flatness, as well as the time it will require
being in the vat, or in the cask, when racked newfrom the stillions,
and the time it will require in the publican's cellar, or that of the
private customer; so that here are many consiaerations that he mnst
absolutely bear in mind at every season of the year, or disappoint
ment must follow. The arrangement necessary for this unerring
regularity requires no small experience, to have all Beers ready in
successive and. effervescing order for sending out.

" llacking from the Stillions for 8enit£ng out. The liquor must be
flrawn off within twenty-four hours after cleansing, and bnnged
down immediately, so that a little yeast may rise again; the bungs
may be drawn when sufficii7ntly recovered.

"Racking into the vat may be deferred a little longer; it is
there to form a large mstead of a small body for mild Deers. Let
them remain in tho vat, close stopped, with a safety-valve, until the
effervescence is full up; then rack and hop in the cask (with Hops
soaked in the same liquor), bunged down tight, and let it remain so
until the effervescence is again up, before tapping. A quick draught
is necessary for liquor, to retain its briskness and goodness to the

last.
" Examine tlte LlfjuOT preriolls ta senilill!J out. Dra'w? the bung of

it cask of such a number as you wish to send; and, if it is fit, its
effervescing quality will appear in a delicate cream arising on the

surface Ol the liquor.
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tl Hopping ."n the Vat for keeping. Fill the vat sufficiently to allow
room for the Hops. Rub the intended quantity of Hops to pieces
into a stand tab, and well mash them in some of the same liquor;
then start them into the vat; well rouse, and stop down, air-tight,
and cement round the hatchway.

" When a vat is intended to be drawn off, sufficient dry casks
must be in readiness, that it may be accomplished without delay;
bung down tight; ullage vats are bad. If you have :Beer ready, the
vat may be :filled again, on the sa.me grounds, several times without
injury, eo long as there is no delay; but keep it close stopped.

"Koppt"ng in general. The. brewer must in a great measure be
guided by his customers' palates. Bitterness is often complained of,
as being disagreeable, which may be owing to two causes; one of
which is from ill-:B.avoured Hops; the other from long boiling; the
arom.atic properties" which give the pleasant gust, are dissipated into
a disagreeable rankness; therefore let the brewer be particular in
his selection. Hop lightly in the copper" and reserve the remainder
for the period of storing, or racking when in a mild state, which
should not be drunk until the liquor begins to bite the Hops; then
the liquor will be effervescing and :fine flavoured.

"If the brewer wishes to increase the quantity of Hops in his
Deers, he must. do it by small degrees ~ by which means he may
increase the bitter almost imperceptibly."

BLA.O:KSays~_u Fermentation: QU!1'ntitis8 to '08 usea. It is a
very generally received opinion that the stronger the warts" the less
yeast is necessary. We cannot, however subscribe, to this opinion,
but on the contrary, must contend that if an articficial ferment be at
all necessary, the quantity should be proportional to the work it has
to do; or, in other words,. in proportion to the altcchari.ne matter to
be attenuated. A smaller quantity might perhaps ultimately have
the desired effeet, as'we see in 'Very long fermcntations; but this is
leaving in some degree to chance what may be effected with cer
tainty, in a much shorter tim.e, by a different, and certainly a better
process. All sorts of Deer,. both Ale and Porter, may be produced
equally as good, or perhaps better, by comparatively shorter fer..
mentations, as by the longest now in use; and they will alwa~rs be
iou.nd t-o retain their vinosity and soundness much longer than the
others.
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Cl The quantities of yeast to be used, however, must necessarily
vary according to circumstances. When the worts are got together
in the gyle-tun at high tomperatures, such a865° to 70°, less yeast
will be necesary than when got together at temperl1turcs which are
lower, say from 53° to 60°. If the proper quantity of yeast be

applied to Bound worts, we generally ilnd that for every degree of
temperature gained the worts will attenuate one pound in gravity
by Long's instrument, or 2° 78' by AlIen's and Bates' instruments;
the quantities of yeast to be applied should therefore be so regu
lated 88 to preserve this uniformity, which is a sure guide to work

by. This rule will not apply, however, where long fermentatioDS
are practised.

It Many brewers conceive that, by long fermentations, their Beer

retains more fulness on the palate than with a shorter process. We

entirely differ from them, however, on. that subject, and maintain

that when worts are kept in the gyle-tuns ten to fourteen days or

more, the fermentations are much more liable to suffer injury from
the atmospherical or other fluctuations which may take place during

that period, than can possibly he the case in a process of from forty
to seventy hours, or even sometimes shorter.

, " It will always be found also, that :Beers having undergone a

healthy and not too vigorous fermentation, will acquire fuIness from

age; while on the contrary, those undergoing a long fermentation
lose their fuIness, and very often become sour.

"Many brewers· are in the practice of using yeast by measure.

This is a very uncertain mode of procedure, as yeast wHl vary in
weight many pounds per gallon. The surest and best mode of
applying yeast is by weight, and when we are not thoroughly
acquainted with its quali,ty, it should always be mixed with a small

portion of warts at a temperature of from 800 to 90°; and should
be seen rising in whatever vessel it may have been mixed, before it
iR added to the '\Vorts in the fermenting-tun.

"When worts are got together in the gyle-tun at a tem.perature
under 60° F., about lIb. of yeast to 10 Iba. gravity per Long's
instrument, will be found to produce a loss of lIb. in attenuation
Ior every degree gained in heat. This is a good working rule.

When the fermentation (from unsoundness in the worts, or other

causes) does not go on regularly, the Beer is apt to get yeast-bitten;

ana the quantity of yeast used is blamed as the cause. This evil,
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however, more frequently arises from too little yeast than from too
much. It is impossible to describe by writing the different anomalous
appearances which take place in fermentation, and thereforo equally
impossible to say what should be done under certain circumstances,
unless by personal inspection and examination; when the causes of
the different anomalies which takes place must be traced, and when
unfavourable, rectified, before any permanent improvement can be
expected.

" Best 'temperature/or Vinou8 Fermentation. It has been generally
found that, what may be called a medium temperature during fer
mentationt has the best chance of producing :Beer of the proper
vinosity and preservative quality. We ha-ve seen Beer brewed in.
this country, for which the fermentation was carried on at verybigh
temperature, say from 800 to upwards of 90°, We are also told
from very high authority (Professer Liebig) that the fermentations
for Bavarian Beer, so celebrated in Germany, are carried on at very
low temperatures, aay from 42° to 50° F., which could only be done
in this country at a very great expense. The first of these, although
it answers very well for immediate use, particularly in summer,
soon acquired a mawkishness in flavour, and had always a want of
vinosity, which, to those unaccustomed to drink it, would not be
agreeable. The Bavarian Beer that we have seen is precisely
similar:in these respects. It very much resembles in taste the :Beer
brewed in this country for the Indian. market, but neither invinosity
nor flavour would it bear any comparison with the hest :British Beer
of a similar description. Having thnsgiven some account of the
two extremes, we are still disposed to think that medium tempera
tures during fermentation will be found to produce the best 13eer in
every respect. Let us therefore take a range of 52° to 78° F., thus
allowing 26° to be gained during the fermentation, which is enough
for the attenuation of any sort of JIeer when brewed in proper
season. "\Ve must now keep in mind, that if the proper quantities
of good yeast have been. employed, for every rise 'Of one degI'ee in
temperature, there should be a corresponding loss of gravity in. the
warts of lIb. pet'Long, or 2° 78" by Allen's or .Bates' instruments.
For example,-if ,,'orts of 421bs. gravity per Long be got together

in the Kyle".tun at 52°, when the temperature rises to 18° they
$hould have lost 261bs. of gravity, and thus be attenuated to 141bs~

when tried by the inatl1U!lent~
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H Inert Fermentation. This is perhaps the most dangerous,
because it is the most deceitful. This fermentation to inexperienced,
and even to many experienced brewers, has every appeal~ance of
proceeding remarkably well, and they of course think that all is
right; the :Beer, however, will always taste mawkish and heavy,
and without vinosity; although the attenuation may have been
carried to its proper extent, there can be no doubt of its procee~g
from some of the causes of unsoundness already mentioned. It
:first makes its appearance in the second change, viz., the curling
top, which, instead of assuming the fine cauliflower appearance,
diverges into long flaky curls, hanging downwards; as soon as the
, stomach' or smell of the gas begins to rise, a mawkish want of
pungency and vinosity is discoverable by those who are acquainted
with the proper odour.

"The light yeast head, instead of rising with a rocky appearw

ance is smooth all over; it however often drops regularly, as in a
healthy fermentatioll. The pro-per close yeasty head never rises;
instead of whic~, if it does again rise, we have the same frothy
appearance as before, smooth all over, with no appearance of air, as
in a healthy process. .The 'stomach' also retains the same mawkish
want of pungency and vinosity.

" We have been thus :minute in describing the progress of the
above fermentation, because it is the most insidious and dangerous,
as also the most common and least known or understood; how often
do we hear of mawkishness in the taste, which cannot beacoountcd
for. We may rest assured that, in nine cases out of ten, it proceeds
from the inert fermentation, and not from want of boiling, to which

it is generally ascribed.
":Before the remedy c-an be known, the cause must be traced;

every experienced brewer will then know how to proceed.
~'Th~ Boiling Fermentation. This; to look at, is the most

formidable of the irregular forms of the process, and proceeds also

from. unsoundness in the worts, or occasionally from bad yeast; £01'

wmchalsQ there is no certain remedy, but tracing and removing the
cause. It commences like others with a creamy top, but the curl
rises very light and faint, and in patches over the tun. The light
yeasty head has an ugly bluish white appearance in some parts of
the tun, while in others it has a fretful blistering appearance, and
only just covering the beer; this is aecompaniccl with little or no
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attenuation. The 'stomach,' although sometimes pungent, is neither
healthy nor vinous. When the light yeast-head disappears, no
other head rises, and the fermentation very soon assumes the appear
ance of a boiling cauldron.

i~ In the eaTly part of our prMtice we have had occasion to see
1), good many boiling fermentations, which we could not then aocount
for; since that time, however, we have been enabled to trace the
causes, and invariably to remove them.

tlOf olose fermentations, many think that fermentation goes on
better when the gyle-tuns ar~ accurately closed, so as to prevent
contact with the atmosphere. In as far as regards the atnLQsphere,
this opinion is correct; but when fermentation goes on vigorously,
there can be no conn.ection with the atmosphere, the greatproduction
of carbonic acid gas exclnding it. Carbonic acid gas is heavier than
atmospheric air, in the proportionaf 1527 to 1000, and while it
floats on the surface of the :Beer, and at the sante time is produoed
in such quantities as to be constantly making its escape, a.tmospheric
air cannot possibly interfere.

(l About the year 1824 Mr. Gray, of West Ham, on Madmne
Gervurs principle, attempted to introduce close ferxnentations into
this country. It was tried in several places, but we have never
heard of its having been permanently adopted. What lnay be
denominated close fermentations are: however: still practised in
many parts of the country. When the worts are gathered together
in the tun, a certain portion of yeast is added; the gyle-tuns are
then shut up as accurately as circumstances will permit, and fer
mentation is allowed to take its own course, until the yeast falls to
the bottom; thus trusting the whole process to chance. The Beer
so produced is invariably what is technically denominated foul or

yeast-bitten, leaving a nasty disagreeable bitter on the palate; a taste
to those unaccustomed to it quite nauseons. It also, like all foul
lleer, stupifies without e:x:hllal'ating, and produces, especially
amongst sedentary people, heart-burn and head-ache; custom, how
ever has so :reconciled this unwholesome beverage to the palates of

the consumers, that tbe stupifying qUality is thought to proceed
rather from the strength of the :Beer, than from its foulness from.
the yeast improperly com.bined with it, or perhaps sometim.es from

nar~otics improperly introduced during the process. We trust,
however, that other brewers, by following a more healthy process,
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and thus producing a better and more healthy beverage, will be able
to convince those who follow the above mentioned unwholosome and
erroneous mode of fermentation, that a nlore scientific process must
be adopted.

"Of long and short fermentation, we have always contended.
that long fermentations are more hazardous than the shorter pro..
cesses, it being understood that the temperature of the fermenting
tuns can be controlled by proper means. It cannot be disputed,
that when worts are kept a fortnight, or perhaps lllore, in the gyle
tun, they are much more liable to be injured by the fliffcrent atmos
pheric fluctuations which may take place during that period, both
with regard to the influence of electricity an(l temperature, than
they can possibly be in a period,of from forty to seventy hours, or
sometimes less. If therefore, equally good, or perhaps even botter
results, both as to soundness and flavour, can be produced by the
shorter process, it mnst be preferable. It saves both room and
expense. Indeed, we have k~own neer brewed by a short process
of fermentation, entirely consumed before :Beer by the long process
was out of the gyIe-tnn. If worts be partially unsound, and the
proper quantity of yeast added for a vigorous formentation, it will
no doubt often lead to the boiling, and other erroneous fermenta
tions, which do not, in the slow process, assume nn appearance so
alarming to the inex;perienced brewer as the rapid. We generally
:find, however, that where the causes of unsQundness have been
traced and removed, and the quiok fermentations introduced, they
have been found to be not only much safer, but to lead to better
results than any other; and they, in consequence, have been per
manently adopted.

" We know that vigorous fetmentations always produce the beat
:Beer for consumption in warm. climates. For Stock :Beers therefore,
which have to stand tbe summer of this country, the same process
will be found the more certain.

"Frettz"ng Ferm~ntation. The fretting, or fretful fermentation,
proceeds either from using stale or languid yeast. It is often pre
ceded by unsound warts. The fIrst indication is soon after the tun
has creamed over. Instead of rising to a curling top, blue patohes
make their appearance in difforent parts of the head, and no proper
light yeasty change takes place. In about eight or ten hours a sort
of undulating motion j~ apparent all oyer the top of the warts, 3n(1

jJ
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soon after this the head, which has never been above three or four
inches high, bf~gins to tlrop, and is replaced by large and rather
opaque air-bens, wbich alwa}"s denote acidity. There are valious
ways of making the appearance more healthy. :But prevention is
better than cnre; and, as we have already stated, the causes may be
easily traced and remQved.The Eeer so fermented will be either
ma.wkish or yeast~beaten, or perhaps both.

(t YeaatNbitten Fermentation. As this term may not be thoroughly
understood, we shall endeavour to explain its meaning. Some :Beer
when drunk leaves a very unpleasant bitterness on the palate, which
hangs there for a considerable time. This bitter taste is supposed
by many to proceed from Hops; the Hop bitter, however, is quite
different, being highly aromatic and pleasant, and, technically
spoaking, goes clear off the palate.

et This disagreeable bitterness proceeds from using stale, languid

yeast, which, instead of carrying on the fermentation properly,
seems to get so incorporated with the J3ecr, as to become a eom~

ponent part of it, which cannot be discharged, as happens after a
proper fermentation. Such :Beer, therefore, must be injurious to all
constitutions, but particularly to delicate females and sedentary
people.. It produces acidity on the stomach, consequently heart
burn and a stupifying effect, without exhilarating. YeastNbitten
Beer often appears bright enough to the eye, and. from 'this circum
stance many people are induced to think it must be good, wholesome
drink. The harsh disagreeable bitter, however, which hangs for a
length of time on the palate, is at once perceptible to any good
judge, and warns him against its continued use.

H On the Acetous Fermentation. As the fermentation of m.alt
worts for making Vinegar is generally carned on at a much higher
temperature than that commonly used for Beel', it has been thought
that this high temperature is absolutely necessary for their after
acidification; imd it probably :in some way facilitates that change.
This mode of working being peculiar to the manufacture of Vinegar,
has procured for the process the name of the Acetons Fermentation;
but we know that no more acidity is generated in the gyle~tu:n

during the fermentatiun for Vinegar than in that for :Beer, unless it
proceeds from other oauses. It is so far) therefore, only the vinous

fermentation of a malt wont to be converted into Vinegar by an
after process.
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H It is even doubtful, however, whether the after process can be
properly called a fermentation; for at the time the greatest acidifi
cation may be going on, there is often very little appearance of
effervescence or fermentation. The fermented wort is converted
into Vinegar by its being exposed in open vessels, to imbibe oxygen
from. the atmo8phere; and the acidification appears to be accelerated
by heat, which is obtained by exposure to the sun in ~mmmer, or
from stoves in cold weather. nut from exposure alone acidity
would take place in time, without any artificial heat being applied.
We are now treating of Vinegar made from. Malt, without reference
to that made on the Continent from grapes or wine; but heat, we
believe, is also had recourse to there to accelerate the same process.
The vinous fermentation, in Vinegar made from every vogetable
matter, must, to a certain extent, precede what is called the acetous,
as it is alcohol only which imbibes oxygen, and become acetic acid.

" Ohemists inform us that the acetous fermentation may set in
during the fermentation of Beer after it eJeceeds a certain tempera...
ture in the gyle-tun; but they cannot afford any chemical proof of
this statement. We have seen Beer, the fermentation of which wa~
begun at 80° F., and carried to upwards of 90°, and which Beer at
the end of twelve months bore the test of litmus paper as well as
any Bavarian J3eer that has been met with by us, and this notwith
standing that the latter :Beer had never exceeded perhaps little more
than half that temperature in its fermentation. It is proper, how
ever, to add that the former Beer, as well as all tho Bavarian Beer
which I have seen, wanted vinosity, and had a mawkishness in
:flavour which would not generally please in tills country.

H It is well known, and can he easily shown, tha.t positive
electricity excites acidity in worts or .Beer, while negative electricity
prevents it. This accounts for the tendency to acidity in, all Beer
which has been subjected to positive electro~chemicnl action in any
part of the process of brewing} but particularly in the gyle~tuns

during fermentation.
" From what has been said, it would appear that there must be

some doubt as to whether what is called the acetous fermentation
has ever as yet been properly deftned; and, with all due deference
to much higher anthority, it sooms at least very doubtful whether
the term acetous fermentation is. scientifically applicable to any
stage of the process of converting Beer into Vinegar. At all

»3
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events, no undue aci<lity takes place in the prior vinous fermenta..
tion, unless proc1ucc(l by galvnnic nction, OJ~ othOl' accidental causes.

H FurtJwr Remarks on Fer»umJatiM~. It happens sometimes in
long fermentation that, although the heads on the worts assume in
certain stages YC1'Y l.tnhealthy appearances, they a.fterwards, even
spontaneously, become more vigOl'OUS and healthy; and this the
ine:x:perieneec1 bre,\,"er assumes as a certain indication that all is
right. Re may :reat aS5ure(1, however, that if an unhealthy appeal'~

nncc takes place in any part of the pI'ocess, it denotes either more
than the common acidity in the worts, or aeidit:r produced in the
process of fermentation by electl'o~chcIllicalaction, or other causes.
And, however healthy to appearance the fermentation may become"
the Deer, insteatl of being what is clenominatcd 'sound ale,' will
fly off to nn acid. This in a great measure accounts for the cli:fficulty
of procuring any really soun(l J3eel~, after it has attained a certain
age. WG have very often on pointing out some very irregular
appearances in certain stages of fermentation, been met by the
remark, ~ Oh, that is nothing; it will all be quite right before
cleansing.' The Beer, however, notwithstanding its healthy
appearance, will a1ways retain a mawkish, subaeid flavour, -very
disagreeable to those who have accurate palates, and also highly
p:rejudicial to the health of those who drink it.

" Mtluy brewers, however, rather than allow their own 19low
ledge of their business to be called in question, will persist in this
erroneous mode of working, trnsting that their Beer will be all
consumed before any of the anticipated bad effects can take place.
Such brewe,IS ohvi()usly look more to their own l'Tonts than to the
health of the consumers."

Scottish 8118tem of Ferment£n/J, oy DR. THOMSO:N.-" It has been
proved by chemical analysis that glucosin, the starch-sugar of Malt,
is resolved by decomposition into equal parts of alcohol and carbonic
acid; and the conclusion has been arrived at, after the strictest
examination of yeu$.t, that it is sngar in a state of partial decom

position tllat nets as the fermenting principle. The appearance,
therefore, which bre.W€r6' and distillers' worls assume while under
the process of decomposition, is caused by the escape of carbonic
aei(l, and Hle arrangement of the particles of vegotable matter, and

other acids and substances which the "Worts contain, and agglutinat~
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and separate from the solution in the shape of yeast, carrying over
with it a portion of the sugar partially dCCoulposed, and which,
when applied to fresh worts, commences the same action of fer
mentation. The theory of fermentation, therefore, is no longer a.
matter of conjecture; the decomposition of sugar establishes a law
in chemical science, by "which, in all time coming, brewers and
distillers may regulate their processes without working in ignorance.
I shall now proceed to describe the fermentation and attenuation of

the brewing in hand; and, as it is during this process that the
Ale acquires a character for flavour and keeping, I propose to enter
with some minuteness into the subject.

" The worts having been coolea down to 53'" and six gallons of
yeast prepared, the first part of the process is to pitch the gyle;
that is to say, to mix the onset of yeast and the worts together in
the gyle-tun, to commence the process of fermentation, the weight
or saccharine extl'uct being 94 Ibs. per barrel. One barrel of wort
is Drst run into the gylo, to which six gallons of yeast are added,
and thoroughly mixed; the remainder of the worts arc then pitched
in full flow from the coolers, at the temperature, as alreu(ly men

tioned, of 53~. The (IUantity of yeast, and the heat, of the worts,
mnst be varied a little, according to the EeaSOll of the year, both in
the slow and. quick methodf3 of fermentation. In the slow method.,
one gallon for every four barrels of Yrort during the winter, and
two~thirds of that quantity for the warmer spring and summer
months, may be taken as the average qnantities used. The degree
of heat of the "torts at which the yeast store is ad(led, is of the
utmost importance, as it regulates the time of the process of
fermentation.

"In the Scottish system of brewing, it ranges form 50° to 55°,
according to the season of the yeur; 01' nIora particularly, according
to the existing state of the tLtffiosphere. , In the Eng1isll~system:of

quick ferment~ttion., tIle range of llCttt is from 60" to H5:>; in both
cases being the best that can possibly he llse<l for canying throngh
the respective processes, and obtaining the {lesirod combination of

alcohol and solution of stureh~;;ugt1r, to constitute stI'ong Ale.
"These precise heats re'!uire to be ('ompletcly untlerstoOll,

several writel'::; having given latitude to a much large!' range, which
is apt to lead into error. When the heats are lower than 600 in the
slow and 60° in the quick method, the f'el'm~ntationis languid, and
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rec.ourse must afterwards be had to heat the 'Vorts in the gyle by
artificial means. When above 55° or 65°, in these methods, in the
first instance, the worts are apt to spring from the slow into the
quick fermentation, and endanger the brewing; and if the heat is
above 65° in the latter method, the fermentation runs too quickly
up; and l>end('r~ the Ale liable to CQnlmenCe the acetie fermenting

cc. proeN~~.

4f 'fht- Inenn heat for cOlltlnencmg fermentation I have formerly

stated as 52j-° in the Scottish, and 62to in the English, system; and
it cannot be too earnestly urged, that in both the chemical principle
is the same, although the action differs in manner and time, the
result l>equired being the resolution of part of the starch-sugar into
aloohol in such proportion as to bring out the .Ale in the highest
state of richness of flavour, and :fit for keeping until required for

use.
U The quality of the yeast, it need hardly' be mentioned, must

"be of the best description. The rule in Edinburgh is always to
work with yeast obtained from Ale of equal strength to that which
is in operation, and stronger, if possible; but never with weaker.
The effect is obvious in practice) though the reason is not generally
tllHIer:;tood. 'rile principle of fermentation in yeast being sugar ill
a state lJfptntit~l tlecOlulmBition, yt"ast made frotH weak wort eon
lain:; kss uf tht' fernwnting IU'ineiple than that obtained from worfs
vi gr~ater stl'engtll, :md nets m:cordingly.

H Thel'£' is another point which requires explanation. ~to.r{'

yeast for onset requires to be changed occasionally in both systems;

or, to be more explicit to the general reader) the process of fer
mentation requires to be commenced by a change of yeast from
another bl'ewery, as when too long continued in use in the same

brewery, it is found to work languidly, and become deficient in

strengt.h and quantity. It may be said to work in and in to weak
ness, until it loses the capacity of carrying over a due proportion of
the sugaT in a state partially decomposed, and thus loses the power
of' acting with energy wl1en applied to fresh wort. The brewer
shouhl be "fer: much on his guard as to the district or brewery from
,,"}lence the frc~h onset eomes. Re should know the kind of water
which is used, as the yeast acquires a character from its quality,

antI affects another fermentation accordingly. In practice, I found

it useful to have a change of onset every four mouth. M.uch
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.. depends, however, on the care taken in keeping the yeast from one
brewing to another as strong as possible.

"Mr. :Black, in his Treatise on Brewing, observes that there is
no occasion for a change in the fermenting principle at all, and that
he never attempted to make it; but there cannot l>e any doubt
whatever that it is requisite. The utility of the practice is uni
'Vel'sally acknowledged, care being ever had that the yeast is from
Ale made from worts as strong as that to wl1ieh it i~ apl'liNl, and
that it is as strong and fresh as can be prOClll'etl.

" After the worts are pitched, and the yeast has struck, for the
D.rst ten or twelve hours a decided alteration takes place, and they"
are turbid and unsettled in appearance; and a scnm of a greyish
colour has gathered on the surface. In twelve hours more a white
circle, narrow and regular appears round the edge of the gyle, the
surface begins to chip, and 8~OW irregular patches of white breaking
through; then these unite and shoot up in little pyramids, a proof
that the yeast is begining to form on the surface, and that carbonic
acid is escaping from the warts. This is the :first stage of the fer
mentation, which the brewer looks upon as an assurance that his
gyle is in a healthy state. The whole head or the warts is now
eovered with t'.roth~ which the brewer watc]les, and as soon ae h~

judges that the yea!<.t i~ sufficiently fonurd, tllf' he~td on the ~mrface

of the worts is heat down, and t1H'procm~s of fermentntiml allowed.
to go on for twenty-foul' houyp-.

" ;.\t thi~ P~lrt of tlu: 1)1'0(>t'8~, th(~ ABo:\, tlistl'iet bl'f~werj) have a

method of quickening the ft~tll1f'ntat.ion,which is very serviceable.
They prepare n half-ferm.<mted wort.. which is termed finings. lte

serving half a hogshead from the coolers, they put this to quick
fermentation at 62°, and by the second day of the gyle'B age these
fillings are ready. They throw into the gyle ten or twelve Scotch
pints-about five gallon~ EngliRh measure~the ·e:ffe~t of which is
to make the fermentation livel}~and ht'althful. These :fillil1gS serve
another purpose, for whidl they are chiefly intended. By the
Alloa method of fermentation, the contents of the gyle1 wh,en
finished, are eleam;cd or run into butts~ from which the Ale ia
racked into casks as requiref11 and the fillings are a<1ded., to preserve
its keeping quality. This method, howeT~:rt is incidputal, as their
chief nlarkets for consumption are too distant to admit of dleir
following the Edinburgh mode of cleansing into barrels. at once,
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and sending out to customers. The Alloa Ale, from this cause, is
liable to become a little hard. In my opinion, when judiciously
ordered by the customer, and used in time, it is all the better for
this, the ~linburgh Ale being sometimes complained of as being

rather soft; but this is no fault of the brewers-th.eir cllstomers

cannot cnuUl'e the least taste of the bitter principle of Hops. The
Edinburgh trade, thereforc, use particular care to extract the aroma,

without permitting the bitter to be much infused, except in their

summer keeping Ale. 'Vhen Ale is exposed to heat, either in a
warm apartment, or by a c1mnge fi'om very c01(1 to mild wev.ther,

the aroma of the lIops held in it escapea~ and not having sufficient
bitter for support, sometimes acquires a soft, weak taste, bu.t
browel'S nlust study the public demanil; and such occasional con

dition, even of tho best kind, cannot be avoided.

"To return to tile process of fermentation of the brewing.
Twent.y-fom- hours after the head of yeast has been beat in, the
renewed ),east comes thicker to the surface of the worts, of a light
cream. colour, ancl of a firmer appearance. The pr:ocess of the heat

and attenuation, or resolution of the starch-sugar into alcohol, must
be carefully ascertained. The increase of heat altogether, to the
finishing of the Ale, must not exceed 1()o or 110

; but the attenua
tion required, being according to the future views of the brewer,
cannot be :fixe(l by any arbitrary rule. In the present case, 94 Ibs.

saccharine extract is the strength of the wort, and the attenuation
required is that it shall be carried down to 45 Ibs_ per barrel. The
duration of the process; therefore, depends on regulating the heat
until the attenuation. is accomplished.. The heat should advance
progressively, and. is either kept in check or encouraged by the use
of the tube, which is fixed round the inside of the gyle, taking five
or six turns from top to bottom, throngh which hot or cold water
ean be run at the pleasure of the brewer. In eight days the heat
has increased 10°, and the attenuation, as indicated by the saccha~

XOlneter, is down to 501bs. per htu.'l'el, the head of yeast on the
worls having been plunged occasionally during that time.

It There cannot be any :rule established for beating in the yeast;

sometimes it is requisite twice in one day, sometimes not for two
days together; neither can time be hell on to determine the
duration of the process of £ermentation~ Mu.ch depends on the
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quality and quantity of yeast employed to commence the process,
and the heat of the worts when set to ferment.

"The appearance of the gylo gives the brewer a good notion,
during the process, of its healthy state; the head of yeast should
have a broad rolling appearance, full to the sides of the gylo, and
swelling a little to the cen.tre. The yeast is of a close texture, not
glassy, nor studded with bubbles of oatbonic acid, nor of a flat
surfaoe. When it aesumes that appearance, either in the slow or
quick method of fermentation, it is more than time that it ~sh()uld
be cleansed.

" The brewer must determine when the gyle is ripe, and when
all is well, relative to heat and attenuation, to cleanl!e. In Edin·
burgh, this is done by running the clear Ale from beneath the yeast
into the same barrels in which it is sent out to customers. No
farther fermentation takes place, sufficient to render it necessary to
put the barrels on troughs; they are placed 011 open stillions, or on
the floor of the cellar. In Alloa, as previously explained, the Ale
is cleansed into butts, and afterwards racked into casks to be sent
out. It sometimes happens that the gyle, in spite of the brewer's
care, runs up to a high tempel'ature, and the fermentation becomes
unmanageable. In this case, the contents of the gyle are I'un as
cloar as possible into a silliare or clean tun. The Ale cools down a
little, and in twenty-four hOUl'S it is racked into casks; but this
method of tunning ought never to be had recourse to, except the
state of the gyle requires it., as it flattens the Ale, and injures its
quality.

"I must call the reader's attention to the progressive ~state of
the gyle during the process of fermentation, as ex.planatory in some
measure, of the different action which takes place in the quick and
slow methods ,or working.

"In the slow method of fermentation, when the yeast first
gathers on the head of the worts, it gives out carbonic aeid; and in
proportion us it allow-es this to escape, and feels. the influence of the
atmosphere, it becomes viscid, and \Vore it not beat in, it would
sink down through the wort, and leave it almost clear; before it
approaches this state it is beat down into the worts. The principle
of fermentation it still ~o:ntains is thus mixed with the worbs, and
resumes its action.

"The more viscid PtU't of' tlle beat-down yeu.at illiunites from
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tha.t which holds the ferm(>ntin~ principle, and attaches itsolf to the
bottom and sides of the gyle. As each successive formation of
yenat comes: to the surface, and is in turn beat in, the same process
takes place. The visoid portion thiokens at the bottom and round
the sides of the gyle, until the alcohol begins to overpower the
formentin~ "princilll~, and grudllnlly wou1<l destroy it altogether.
This is th~ time for (·heeldng the farther progr('ss of fC'rmentation
b}* clf:an~ing, by which term the general reader win perceiTe, that
it means the separation of the Ale from the yeast formation in the

in the gyle-tun.
,tBy the quick method of fermentation, the English brewer

pitches bis worts at 62°, with a larger quantity of yeast. From
these causes they arrive ut the full fermentation standard in thirty
six hours, and during that time run up 10° to 12°, leaving the
attenuation behind. The yeast is, therefore, beat into the wort, and
mixed thoroughly together, and tunned immediately into barrels set
on close troughs, to hold~the worts that immediately flow into them.

"Now being repeatedly filled up, the yeast begins to assume

the viscid state precisely on thE; same principle as that described in
the Scottish process of slow fermentation; but, in place of lodging
in the barrc1~~ it f((\ttlf'R down on the bottom ant} sid(ls of the troughH

lint in tIt(: same numnE>r UfZ in the ~(·uttish gyl<', until the fDTnlation

l)f alcohol checks the .fh'IlH'ntntion; and gradnal1:r stOP8 it altogether.
it In this latter proc€st" the r('peated overturning' of th<.. Ale, and

tilling up t1w r,mTl'!:-;, aimlni~ll(~s it:;1 temIJel'nture, and preserves it
from the acetic fprmentill~ he~lt: but it is better guarded against
thut danger by tht' forma.tion of alcohol, which now goes l'apiuly
forward, until sufficiently powerful to arrest farther fermentation.

"I ha-ve thus endeav.oured, as shortly as possible, to give the
reader a distinct notion of the nature of both these methods of
fermelitation; and it remains to say a few words on the proper
degree to which Ale .shoul(l be hl'ought down hy attenuation, so as
to prcs('rn: the richest flavour of :Malt and Hop, and to afford the
greatest f'utisfaction to the consumer.

H Thl:. attenuation of the "Won, so as to combine the exact pro
pOrHO!i of mronol and the sugar of Malt, to constitute Ale of the

ri.·;~.e:it :lcscrir.tiou, has e\"er been the study of the Scottish brewers;
and although eTery part of the process of manufacturing malted
liquor may he said to be ot' importance, the suct:cssful ut h:nuation
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of the worts, in the Scottish system of brewing Ale, may justly be
deemed one of the most essential requisites to establish the cha
racter it has acquired. To brewers, this process must always be an
object of m.uch solicitude. When the resolution of the starch..sugar
is carried down to rather a greater length than necessary, it pro
motes, no doubt, the purity of the ~\le and its keening quality; but
it renders it too thin to the palate, and unm.asks the nauseous Hop
bitter, which always, more or less, comes over with the Hop extract.
On the other hand, when strong warts hu"V'e not been sufficiently
attenuated, the Ale has u sickly, luscio~s taste, and is apt to run
into acidity. To avoid extr.ernes, and to hit the exact proportion,
therefore, requires the skill of the brewer. The future disposal of
the production ought to influence the process. Ales for bottling
ought always to be attenuated Iowe/than Ale for draught from the
cask. In making Ales of this latter description, the brewers of
Edinburgh hav~ found it of advantage to keep them fuller of
saccharine extract than they ;had formerly done. A.les for bottling
would, in Some instanees, admit of the same improvement. I have
sometimes thought that a table of attenuation, stating the specific
gravity of the wort, either for bottling, or to be used in draught
fronl the cask, at the various ~trengthg which the priees indicate,
might, be of .some use to brewers; but it is a matter of taste, for

whieh no rule Nl.n be ~ven with propnt"ty."

MILD ALES.
Mild Ales as they are brewed in London, are generally 80ld as

four-penny Ale. The average gravity of these -"Ues are as nea.r as
possible 25 Ibs. in weight per barrel.' i1here are some brewers that
brew this class of Ale at a less gravity than others, and therefore
can serve the publicans at a less price. They make it a rule to run
the length of four barrels per quarter of' Malt) at a gravity of 2:l Ibs.
per barrel; and if the Malt should be inferior,. and Rot produce the
required extract, the deficiency would be made good by infusing a
quantity of sugar just before its being turned out of the copper, or
it should be allowed to boil :fifteen minutes, and not any longer.
The class of sugar to be used for this purpose should be the best
Jamaica foats, -containing, in my opinion, more saccharine matter than
any other sugar. There are other kindl$J such a& the Ma.uritius,
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which can be bought very cheap, and is principally used by the
largo Porter hI'ewers of Lon<loll; but I cannot see the utility or
advantage of using sugar whilst you. can l)uy ~ood lIalt, inasmuch
as the saceharine from good l\tult is far superior to the saccharine of
sugar. It combines m.ore fulness of' bmly, with a better flavour,
and its keeping qualities aro unquestionably:greater than those of
sugar, therefore I contena that there is no ad-rantage in using sugar ;
proYiding :Malt be good ancl cheap, tho latter is preferable to the
fornler for brewing purposes. Mash with the same heats for Mild
Ales as you would fo1' Stock Ales, and i:astead of turning on two and
a half barrels of water for the -whole mush, you would now turn on

three barrels of water to each tluarteY of ~Iult in the mash. This
being done, the mash shoultl be covered and allowed to stand two
hours. Having stood its I}fOPOl' time, the t:.tps should be turned to
run off the :first wort. lItlying run off tIw first wort, the water
shoultl be turned on ut the same heat as f01' Stock Ales before men

tioned' sparge on about two and a half barrels of liquor, viz., water,
to each quarter of Malt. The goods should now be moved, either by
the mashing machine, or by the mU8hing oars. This second mash
should stanll one hour closely covered. This being done, the worts
should be boiletl us S0011 m; po~sibl.(;. Boil the first wort one hour,
and the second one hour and a half; add six pounds of the best
Hops to each quartel' of :lIult, keeping them well stirred down.
Having boiled the 'lorts, they should be turned out into the hop
back, and let remain for, a short time preyi011S to turning them into
the coolers, so that the Hops will become £ettled in the back.
Raving turned the WOl'ts into the coolers, they shoultl be cooled
down with as little delay as possible. Let them run through the
refrigerator into the h.,·le-tull at a tc-mperaturc of 60° by ther~

mometer. This being done, u(ld one pound a.nd a half of yeast to
each barrel of Ale, and well rouse the S'YIt:. The first and second
'Worts shoultl eitlU!l' be amalgamated together in the hop~back, or
equally diYided in the gj·le-tull. TIw WOl'ts got together at the
desired heat, anll. the usual tlUUlltity of yeast ::uldecl, take the heat
()f the tun und "\veigh the W01'tS: heat 60;; h): thel'momctcr, gravity
25° by saccharometor. The tun should 110'\- l/c co-n:l'ed to prevent
the carbonic acid gas escaping; 11ecause it materially assists the
fennentation. The hoat of the tun 'Shoultl not e:s:eeetl 75° for the
highest, and the granty would be l·~dl.tce(i to 10;) by saccharometer.
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The Ales sh?uld now he cleanse(l in the usu.al way, and kept well
"filled up as often as required. The Ales being cleansed, they are
racked into diifcrent size casks to suit the consumer. There are
Borne brewers that eleunse their Ales in the snnle casks as they send
to their customers, ancl not racket!' They infuse half a pint of
isinglass :finings, or a.. little morc, into eighteen ga.llons of Ale, and
so on in proportion to the size of the cask that is being sent out.

PALE ALE.
Pale Ale is nothing more than :Beer made from worts extracted

from the palest Malt,. and boilc(l with the palest and best Hops.
The East Kent Hops arc the best for this class of .Ale. Every
attention is given to ,the selection of these materials, in order to
ensure the pale colour peculiar to tl1is Ale. Thero are many brew~

era who are not so choice in the selection of Malt and Hops,
provided they can buy these l\.1~tcl·ials 10 per cent. less. It is the

price th~y study, and not the 'llw.lity, and a maltser would palm off
to a small brewer Malt that he would not think of sending to a
larger firm; because he knows perfectly well that inferior Malt
would be immediately rejected, and the nlaItster by so doing would
lose his reputation as a traclesm,an, and also the eon:6.dence of the
:firm. The same remarks apply to the Hop merohant. He would
supply a small brewer with IIops of an inferior quality, at 10 or 15
per cent. less than the best quality, and glad to get rid of them;
and there reany ia such a contrast between the large firms and a
small brewer in the choice of ma1.'erials, that it cannot be expeeted
for the latter to compete with the former while he pursues su.oh a
bad policy in conducting his business. Therc are none so choice in
the seleetion of materials as the llurton brewers; and having the
advantage of making their own lIalt, they manufacture it to their
own taste for the different classes of Ale which they brew. The
brewer selects the 'Very best pale }Iult for home consumption. He,
however, sometimes deccircs himself, nn(l hus too much colour in
the Ales; he is then compelled to manufacture them into Mild Ales.
Surely such mistakes as these never ought to be mutlebysuch scientific
brewers as Burton can boast of, not onc of vrhom. but what is perfect
in the science of eJwmistry! Thore thoy arc stationary, the same
old thing as it was twenty or thidy yoars ago. Thny make nO pl'O

gress in refereuce to brewing, always annly;sin~ and experimenting;
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howeYer, we must look out for some wonderful discovery by Pro
fessor Somobody after another half century, I suppose; but the
professors are a long time bringing their soience to a satisfactory
issue, as far as brewing is concerned. I am of opinion that brewing
at the present time is at its highest pitch, as far as perfection goes.

BREWING INDIA PALE ALES.
There is a dHference in the quality of these .AleJ for export and

of those for home consumption; howo"\Ter, I will treat on the Ales
for home consumption, ~d I take the presumable gravity of the
:BuTton Pale Ales to be 25 or 261bs. per barrel. The liquor (water)
in the copper haTing attained its proper heat, it is quite immaterial
whether the water is boiled previolls to mashing; the worts will be
boiled quite long enough without having recourse to boiling the
water, a mere waste of time and fuel; if the water in the copper has
attained the heat of 180°, turn out into the mash-tun one barrel and
a half to each quarter of Malt to wet the goods) no matter how
many quarters you wet, reduce the heat to 168°. This being done1

the Malt should now be let into the mash-tun and the mashing
machine set to work, or mashing oars, as the case may be; this
should be continued until the Malt is thoroughly saturated and well
mashed; it is necessary to get through this part of the process as
quickly as possible, so as to retain the heat. Having thoroughly
wettod the goods, turn on one barrel and a half more of water to
each quu,rter of Malt, at a temperature of 1850 to raise the heat,
mashing at the same time. Having gone through the process of
the first mash, the mash-tun should now be covered, and remain so
for two hours. This being done, the taps of the mash-tun should
be turned slowly, so that the taps may not become blocked with the
goods; the wart rUns into the underback, and from thence it is
pumped into the copper. Having run off the first wart, you now
turn on two barrels of water to each quarter of Malt, at a tempera
ture of 180°. This should be sparged on over the goods. The
goods (Malt) are not to be mashed or disturbed, but sparge the
whole on. Having done this, the mash should stand half an hour.

Having stood its proper time, the taps are to he tumcd to .run off
the second wort. Having run off the second wort into the under
back, the worts should now be pumped up into the 'Wort copper.
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It is preferable to have one boiling only, if the copper is large
enough, inasmuch as that the first and second worts get well amal
gamated together, and receive their equal share of the qualities of
the Hops. Having obtained the first and second extracts from the
Malt, it is usual to turn on a barrel of water, for a return wort,. to
each quarter of Malt, or for Small Beer.

BOILING THE WORTS.
Some scientific brewers are averse to boiling their wo:rts any

length of time. Their theory is, that if the Hops are merely scalded
in the copper with the worts it is quite sufficient, and that bycarryh
ing out a good fermentation, it will preserve the keeping qualities
of the Ales; but I say that long boiling is imperative. If by the
latter system you lose in quantity, it is quite evident you gain in
quality; and if at the expiration of the boiling the worts should
have lost one or two barrels, BO in proportion the A.las would gain in
quality. The saccharometer must now be called into requisition to
test the strength of the worts in the copper, and < the warts should
prove to be 2 Iba. per barrel heavier than they are requited. Very
well, there are twenty-five barrels of Ale in the copper, at a
gravity of 271b8. by saccharometer. The quantity of Hops to be
used for boiling this class of Ale should be 161b5. per quarter, and
the Hops to be the best East Kents. The warts being in the copper}
and the Hops infused, the boiling sh<mld be got forward with
as little delay as possible. The worts having commenced boil
ing, the time should be noticed, and the boiling continued without
intermission for the space of three hours. It is not requisite to
boil these warts hard and rapid; slow boiling, or rather simmering,
will be found quite sufficient to extract the proporties from the
Hops. By hard and rapid boiling the evaporation of steam is
immense, and it is quite evident that the aromatic qualities of the
Hops evaporate with the steam; a quality that it is most essential
to preserve ill the Ales, and from which is due that agreeable flavour.

to the palate. By hard boiling you extract a rank bitter, which
'the Burton brewers avoid 'by slow boiling for about three houxe. It
is much better to over-run the leng,;b. of Pale Ales, and boil them
ba:::k to the gravity you :requ.ire.. By boiling the Ales hard, I do
not mean to infer that the Ales lose any of their gravity; it is the
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reverse, as there cannot be any saccharine evaporate with the steam.
Having boiled the worts three hours, a small quantity of"the wort
should be taken from the copper, and its strength tested by the
saccharom.eter. The wart should be placed in a tin can and then
put into a pail of cold spring water, so as to reduce the heat, and by
that means you will be able to obtain the exact gravity of the wort
by referring to the saccharometer fable of heats and weights, where
you -will find the seale fully explained; and should the worts be
heavier than you require, the strength should be reduced with
boiling water to the gravity that you require. This can be done
either in the copper or on the coolers; that I leave to the discretion
of the operator. Having pretty well exhausted the snbject of boil
ing, I will now commence with the fermentation.

FERMENTING PALE ALES.
The worts having been turned from the copper into the hop

back, from whence they run into the coolers, it is necessary to get
them to the desired heat as soon as possible for fermenting. To
forward them in this, there should be a fan fIxed in the centre of
the cooler, So as to command the worts, and at the end of the coolers
should be fixed a :refrigerator for the worts to pass through, being
the final process for cooling. There is a little attention required
here, that is, to regulate the passing of the worts through the refrig
erator into the gyle-tun, so as to get the exact heat desired for fer
menting.. This should be regulated according to the temperatnre of
the atmosphere; and whether it be in the winter, or the summer,
the temperature of the atmosphere wiU also decide the quantity of
yeast to be used-'for the fermentation. In the month of October I
should pitch at a temperaturo of 58°by thermometor. It is essential
that the yeast used for fermenting be§ound and new, and not more
than the second day's brewing, and it is preferable to use that from
the same class of Ale that yOll arc brewing. The quantity to be
used for October brewings should be one pound and a quarter the
barrel. The March brewings, the temperature being somewhat
lower than October, the worts should be pitched at 500 by thermo
meter, and the quantity of yoast to be used $hou1d not exceed one
and a half pounds per barrel. HaTing pitehctl the 'Worts in the gyle
tun at its proper heat, and the ahQve mentionccl ltUantity of yeast
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added, the gyle..tun should now be wen roused. This being done,
take the heat and weigh the worts; heat 58° by thermometer,
gravity 25° by saccharometer. Tho tun should now be covered to
prevent the carbonic acid gas escaping, as the latter materially
assists the fermentation. It is not necessary to keep the gyle
covered after the first twelve bours, pro'V'ided the fermentation is
going ~m to all appearances satisftwtorily. That can be ascertained
by taking the heat and weighing the worts. If the heat has risen

to 64° by thermometer, and the attenuation has been reduced 6 Ib8.

by sacchal'ometer, that argues wen for the future progress of fer
mentation. The gyle may now be kept uneo'Vered with saiety,
inasmuch as that the at.mosphel'ic air would hu-ve no injurolls effect
on the fermentation, as the carbonic acid gas is too powerful over
the gyle.. The heat of the tun should be taken occasionally, and the
worts weighed, merely to satisfy yourself that the fermentation is
going on all Tight; and as soon as the heat in the tun has risen to
75° by thermometer, and the attenuation reduced to 80 by saccharo
meter, the Ales are then to be cleansed in casks suitable for that
purpose; hogsheads or puncheons arc preferable to the larger size
casks, because it is necessary to reduce the heat as much as possible
in the cleansing casks. The Ales aI'e then passed from the gylo-tun
into the cleansing cask by Ineans of a leatheI'n hose, sCl'cwed on to
the tap of the gyle-tun, commanding the whole of the cleansing
room.. The casks being all filled, they should now be paid great
attention to. It is requisite to keep them well filled as often as
they require it., so that the yeast may discharge free and the fer
mentation not become stagnant; as the Ales would in all probability
become impregnated with yeast in cold weather, and the conse
quences of that would lead to a second fermentation, therefore it is
necessary to look well after the cleansing" This being <lone, and
the Ales thoroughly cleansed, they should now be pumped into a

racking square or settling back, and allowed. to remain for twelve
hours. :By that time the sediment or impurities of the Ales would
deposit in the square, and the Ales become almost bright. The
.Ales should now be racked into different size casks, or as the oper
ator directs. One pound weight .of tho best Hops, as taken from
the pocket, should be infused into each burrel of Ale. They are
now shived down and ready for storing, or can be sent to the
consumer..

:e
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A.K. ALE.
This class of Ales has very m.uch come into use, mostly for

private families, it being a light tonic Ale, and sent out by most
brewers at one shilling per gallon. The gravity of this .Ale is
U8ually brewed at 20 Iba. A superior Malt is most essential, ana
also the best Hops, for producing this cla6s of Beer. Mash in the
usual way, running the length of four and a half barrels to each
quarter of Malt, or probably more; this of course depends npon.
the quality of the Malt, and the operator may of course determine
the length in the manipulation of the goods.

The worts should be boiled one hour and a half, with about
seven pounds weight of the best Hops, pitched at a temperature of
60° by Dring & Fage's instrument, with one pound of goqd sound
Ale yeast; probably it may require a little more, but not a less
quantity, which of course depends upon the quality of the yeast,
and the temperature of the weather: this point of course can be
determined by the brewer at the time or pitching. Having got the
worts into the gyle-tun, a good rousing would not be amiss. The
temperature of the gyle should now be taken, and recorded in the
brewing book, for reference at any future time. Gravity of the
wort 20 Iba., temperature 60° by Dring & Fage; the gyle-tun may
now be covered close, so as to prevent the carbonic acid gas
escaping, and also to prevent the atmospheric air influencing the
gyle, or retarding its progress. The heat of the tun may be allowed
to rise to 75°, when very likely it would be necessary to check the
rapid progress of the heat, ,or keep it stationary, so that the original
gravity may be reduced to 8 Iba. by Dring & Fage's instrument
this being a nice degree of attenuation for, this class of :Beer 101'

cleansing. Previous to cleansing, the unions or the cleansing
casks, whichever may be in use, should be examined, to ascertain
whether they are particularly clean or not, and also sufficiently dry
to run. the attenuated wort into; a$ the fermentation would not be
so powerful, dampness would for a certainty affect its progress,
whioh must by all means be avoided. If the gyle should be cleansed
in the ordinary cleansing casks, and not union casks, great attention
sh()uld be paid to the filling up, and not left for one hour, or two
hours, but keep them. filled u.p as often as they sh<mld require it, so
as to prevent the fermentation from beooming languid. Hopping
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this class of .Ales, brewers must be guided by their own discretion
as to the quantity of Hops to be used, to suit the palates of their
different customers, which is no easy task.

PORTER BREWING.

As brewed in London :-There is suoh, a disparity between the
London Porter and the Provincial brewed Porter, that I am almost
at a loss which to treat on. The Porter brewed in London, usually
sold at threepence and fourpence per pot, would not suit the public
in the country; they prefer paying sixpence, and have it heavier
than the London brewed. Beer. The average strength of the London
Porter is about 20 or 21lbs. per barrel. In brewing this article it
is necessary to use three sorts of Malt, although there are some
brewers in London that use four sorts; viz. : pale, patent or black
Malt, brown, and amber. In mashing five quarters, or forty bush
els of :Malt, the quantiti~eof the difrerent kinds of Malt should be
as follows :-Four quarters and a half of pale Malt, two bushels of
brown and patent or black Malt, can be put in the copper instead of
the mash-tun, and thereby please your own taste as far as colour is
concerned. There are many brewers in the country that use what
is termed high dried Malt, pale and patent; and the :first men
tioned, and an over quantity of the latter, causes the Porter to taste
on the palate more like treacle, or you would be apt to think there
had been a large quantity of spanish juice infused into the Porter;
in fact, the :Porter has no resemblance in point Ol taste with the
London :Beer, and this I attribute to the materials used, combined
with bad management. I will now commence with the process of

MASHING.

Turn into the mash..tun nine barrels of water, at a temperature
of 17{)O by thermometer; this heat should be reduced to 1660 by
thermometer; the Malt should then be shot into the mashing tun,
and the mashing machine, or mashing oars, set to work. Having
thoroughly wetted the goods (Malt), hUll on over the mash six
barrels of liquor (water) at a temperature of 1850

, making in the
whole fifteen barrels of water to :dve quarters of lIult. The mashing
machine, 01' mashing oarI:', should no,,"v Ut> ~t·t vigorousl)' tu work,

£4
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so as to get through the process of mashing as soon M possible.
The mashing over, the tun should now be covered, and remain for
the space of two hours. The mash having stood its proper time,
the taps. should now be tUI1led to run off the :first wart into the
underback. This being done, turn on from the copper into the
mash-tun, or rather the spurging machine, about ten barrels of
water to the :five quarters of Malt, at a temperature of 185°, The
goods should now be mashed and thon let stand one hour. Having
stood its proper time, turn the taps to run off the second wort.

The worts should now be got into the copper immediately, adding
£Ott pounds of the best Hops, mixed with a few Bavarians; the latter
being a much stronger material in the bitter, and are generally used
in the London breweries. The warts should be boiled one hour and

a half, providing the copper is large enough to boil the warts at one
boiling; if, on the other hand1 you are compelled to have two boil
ings, the first wort should be boiled one hour, and the second ono
hour and a half. This being done, the warts should be turned out
into the hop-back, from thence into the coolers, and then passed
through the refrigerators into the gyle-tun, at a temperature of 60°

or 62° by thermometer. The worts being in the gyle-tun, add one
pound of yeast to each barrel of Beer. It shQuld then be well
roused. Take the heat and weigh the worts: heat 62° by thermo
meter, gravity 21° by saccharometer. The tun should now be
covered to preyent the carbonic acid gas escaping; let the heat rise
to 74° by thermometer, and the attenuation should be reduced to 9°
by saccharometer. The Porter should then be cleansed, and kept
well filled up for the first eight or ten hours, and as often as it is,
required after. The large firms in London cleanse their Beer in
pontoons, containing six barrels each, and rack from the same into
di:fi~l'ent size casks, to be sent to the consumer or the publioan.

LONDON STOUT..

In brewing London Stout the same process sllOuld be can'ied
Qut, also 'Using the same quantities of ~II1It should be strictlJ ad

hered to. The average gl'Hvity of the London Stout is 281hs. ; und
in brewing this class of' Beer) in boiling, there should be 10 Ibs. of
Hops to eacb quarter of ~IHlt, and if the ,vorts are boiled oft' at one
boiling, one hour and a quarter will be quite strlfici~nt; Having
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boiled the worts, they should be cooled down to a tomperature of
58° by thermometer. In the gyle-tun add 2 Ibs. '0£ yeast to each
barrel of Beer; well rouse it. Take the heat und weigh the worts ;
heat 58° by thermom.eter, gravity 28° by saccharometer. Cover the
tun, and the heat should rise to 74°, und the attenuation should be
reduced to 12°. It should then be cleansed the same as Porter, and
hopped down with the best Hops.

EXPORT BITTER BEER, OR INDIA
PALE ALE.

This class of Ale is brewed similar to the Pale Ale for home
consumption; the difference in the two articles being this: the ex
port Beer has less saccharine and more Hops infused. After the
Pale Ale for home trade has been brewed, the nops are placed in a
machine, and by means of an hydraulic press what saccharine re
mains in the Hops is all pressed out, and such extract is used for
export Eeer. This class of Deer is also boiled five to six hours, and
attenuated very low; which shews you at once the utility of long
boiling for keeping J3eel'S1 inasmuch as that the Burton brewers
adopt the system above mentioned for export and long yoyages, and
to stand any climate, therefore it is requisite to boil the Ales well
for home consJImption. Ha'ving gone through the different pro
cesses of brewing in detail, so that the most uninitiated may oarry
out a brewing with confidence, I will now commence with

SEOOND FERMENTATION..

There has been much written and said on the subject of second
fermentation, and there is no reason to doubt that the complaint is
caused partly by bad management, and partly through using in
ferior materials. In brewing Ales, a bad fermentation is very likely
in winter time to occur through the inferiority of the materials used
in tlle manufacture of the Ileer, although it is more easily to be
traced to the operator. Take the winter for instance, when the fer
mentation becomes languid, and the heat of the tun reduced bj'" tho
severity of the weather; the yeast, instead of rising and forming a
fine rocky appoarance, drops through the .Ale and deposits in the
tun. Thi$ would cause the ...tle to be yeast-bitten, and the mean&
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of giving the artiele a disagreeable flavour to the palate; also the
Ales become impregnated with yeast. The Ales being stored away
for summer use, as soon as the hot weather sets in, or any change
in the atmosphere, such as thunder, they will then commence a

second fermentation, and there is no remedy for the evil after it c

once takes place. To avoid it means m.ust be taken at the time of
brewing, or during the process of fermentation. If you perceive at
any time a yeasty head that ,rises on the fermentation dropping
through the gyle, the heat of the tun should be immediately taken,
so as to ascertain the cause above referred to; and if you find the
heat not satisfactory to your mind, the temperator must be brought
into use. Place it in the gyle-tun, and have a good supply of hot
water passed through it, the thermometer being kept in the tun to
ascertain the coxrect heat. This being done, the gyle should be
covered, a.nd the heat of the tun occasionally taken to satisfy your
self that the fermentation is going on an right. If the Ales have
been in the tun forty~eight hours fermenting, and the heat has not
risen sufficiently for cleansing, the tun should be raised to the de
sired heat by artificial means: boiling hot water placed in small
casks, or large tin cans filled, would have the desired effect to raise
it to the heat required. < The latter m.ethod will answer very well
for small quantities, although a little more trouble than the tem
perator. There can be no fear of second fermentations, providing
the gyle-tun be properly attended to; that is, not to allow the fer
ment to become too languid, so as the Ales may not be impregnated
with yeast, which is the sole cause of second fermentations.

BOILING FERMENTATION.

It is very difB.cnlt to trace the cause of a. boiling fermentation,
but it is quite evident that it is more prevalen.t in summer than in
winter. I attribute the caUSe to an over quantity of yeast, and not
pitched low enough to combat against the atmospheric influences
which the gyle-tun IS snbjected to in the summer. From my e:x::
perienee of boilers, the best course to adopt is (and I have proved it
to be successful), whenever rou have to deal with a boiling fermen
tation, take as many pounds of the best wheaten. ftour as there are
baxrels of .Ale, and as many half pounds of salt; the Hour and salt
should be ivell :mixed together in a tuh with some of the Ales or
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Porter, as the case may be. Having well mixed the ingredients,
they should now be infused in the tun, and the gyle well roused;
the Ale 8hould in the meantim.e be cleansed, and the gyle con
tinually stirred until the Ales are all Qut. You will find this
remedy effectual.

SKIMMING THE FERMENTATION.
There are many brewers who adopt the method of skimming the

t1J.!l1 but I cannot see that any good can be derived from it. I con
sider it unnecessary trouble, and prefer cleansing in cask, rather
than allowing the Ales to do the whole of their work in the tun. By
the latter process the heat of the tun would run too high, and cause
the Ales to drink thin and insipid, unless it is well attended to, and
the temperatol' kept in the gyle to keep. the heat down. I would.
not let the heat rise oyer 72°. There are also some air-tight squares
in use for fermenting, but I do not see the utility of them, for after
the fermentation has continued for about six hours! it is quite evi
dent that the carbonic acid gas is too powerful over the gyle-tun to
admit any air that would be detrimental to the fermentation) 80 that
the tun covered with sacks for the first six hours would answer the
same purpose as air-tight squares.' During my experience I have
not been able to discover anything superior to the old system of
cleansing.

HOW TO USE OLD OR STALE BEER.
The London brewers cannot ao wen without old stale beer, that

is the larger firms) as it is necessary for blending purposes, and they
generally keep a good stock by them. Ales and Porter are pumped
up altogether in large vats. This Stale Beer is blended with Porter,

as it becomes matured much quicker with an. addition of three or
four gallons per barrel. The latter quantity depends 011 the strength
of the acid in the Deer, therefore you must be guided by your own
judgment as to the quantity to be used; but in the ordinary way"
about three gallons per barrel would be sufficient. This should be
used in Porter half an hour previous to cleansing. If you blend
any Stale Beer with Ales, you should use none but what are per_
fectly bright, and not too acid. Dry and clear cold weather is the
beat time for :w.ixing
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INGREDIENTS USED FOR ADULTERATING
BEER

There is no beverage so wholesome and invigorating as :Beer,
nor any so generally palatable. It may, indeed, be justly con
sidere(l as our national drink, and therefore to give a good genuine

article, brewed from tho very best materials, is the right way 101'

the tradesman to sustain his reputation and give satisfaction to his
customers. Avoid therefore using those noxious ingredients which
are illegal, and visited with heavy penalties. Cocculus lumens is
a drag very dangerous to use; it is a strong narcotic, and its use
therefore cannot fail to be highly detrimental to health. Opium and
tobacco are also us€cl, but instead of those ingredients giving the

.Ales an agreeable flavour, it is quite the reverse, and whoever drinks
such .Ales feels the painful effects most acutely next morning
Green copperas (sulphate of iron) is much used in London, although

not so injurious as the other ingredients mentioned. It is generally
used by the publicans, and is technically called Reading. Sulphate
of lime is also frequently put into the casKs when they have done
working. Sulphate of iron pnts an art~cial head on the Porter,
which it would not otherwise have, the publicans having put so
much water, Jamaica foots, and .Spanish juice, in the :Beer, which
destroys all its natural head (froth), and the consequence is it does
not suit the eye of the public; the quantity generally used is about
a quarter of an ounce to the hogshead, diluted in water. :By using
any of these ingredients you may make yourself liable to a heavy

penalty.

HOW TO MAKE RECENTLY BREWED ALE
DRINK OLD.

Some persons do not relish Ale till it has become old. In this
the publican will find no difficulty, as it is very easy to be accom
plished, provided he has a barrel or two of sour Beel"; add two
gallons of the latter, "with a 'Pound and a half of th.e best Hops well
rubbed, and one pound of sugar candy dissolved in the :Beer.

ROW TO REOOVER PRIOKED OR ACID
BEER.

This is commonly attenlpted to be done by the assistance of some

alkaline ingredients. l'hose mQst commmlly in use are salt of
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wormwood, carbonate of soda, and chalk; but these, though they
may partially correct the evil, never :render the :Beer BO pleasant as
it was before it became acid. 'rhe most effectual method of pro
ceeding with Beer which has turned acid, is to wait till you!' time
of brewing comes round, and it can then be worked off in the fer
mentation in small quantities, this being the only effectual remedy.

PURIFYING FOUL CASKS.

The casks should be well scalded or steamed, after which they
may be well scrubbed with a good stiff brush, or they may be well
scraped-either process will suffice-previous to using the solution
that I recommend. Dilute six pounds of sulphuric acid in two
gallons of water, or as much in proportion as you may require,
which may be applied with a mop, after the casks have been well
cleaned out. I have always found this to have the desired effect,
and never knew it to fail.

TO IMPROVE THE FLAVOUR AND
QUALITY OF ALES.

Use one pound of lump sugar and one pound of candy sugar~

dissolve the same in one quart of water boiling hot" and let it
remain until it is cold before using it. If you fine Ales down
with isinglass, mix it altogether and put it in the barrel, well
stirring at the same time. The above mentioned quantity will be

sufficient for one barrel of Ale.

BOTTLING ALES.

In bottling Ales, it is most essential that the Ales should be
perfeatly clear and brilliant previous to bottling,. so as to have the
least possible sediment deposited in the bottles at the time of draw
ing the cork. The temperature of the store room for storing should
be from 62~ to 65° in the winter, which would materially assist the
:Beer in getting into condition, and causing it to be ready for con
sumption. The store room may be heated with gas, or with a

stove1 consuming coke for the puxpose.
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BOTTLING PORTER.
In bottling this class of Beer, the same remarks apply to it as

to Ales. The heavier the gravity of the Porter, the Booner will it
get into condition. There are some bottlers who flatten their :Beer
previous to bottling, by turning it into coolers, and then let it
remain for twenty-four hours; they aver that it faoilitates the
condition of the :Beer. :Both Ales and Porter should certainly have
vent some considerable time previous to bottling, because if the
Alea or :Porter should. be at all frisky or tUI'bid, it will be the
means of causing it to settle down, and become bright and fit for
bottling.

FININGS.
Ale or Forter when well brewed will generally fine itself; but

for Porter, and even for Ales sometimes, owing to different causesJ

it is requisite to have recourse to finings. Many things are
employed for this purpose by the brewe1'8. The only legal artiole,
however, is isinglass. The price vanes acco:rding to quality, from
3/6 to 16/ per lb. The isinglass being in flat pieces, somewhat
resembling a flat fish, should you at any time be in need of finings,
and. want to dissolve them quick, cut the isinglass in shreds, place
them in a vessel, pour some boiling water upon it, and let it stand
one hour; you then pour off the water, and add as much 80UX
Beer as will cover the isinglass, and in two or three days it will be
fit for use. It should be taken out of the tub and rubbed through
a fine sieve; this being done, you should add as much Mild Ale as
will make it acleax liquid, table Beer being quite good enough to
prepare it. The quantity to be used per barrel must be regulated
according to the degree of feculency in the Beer; a. pint and a half
would be quite sufficient for one barrel of thirty-six gallons. If the
:Beer is in a fit condition to receive the finings, it will become pure
in about twelve hours. In order to know if the :Beer is in a proper
condition to receive the finings, draw off a glassfull of the Ale that
is to be fined down---let it be a tall glass-put in a little of the
finings, and shake it well up; then set it down to subside, and if
the finings have the desired effect, you will observe in a few minutes
the isinglass collecting the feculences of the :Beer into large fleecy
masses, which will begin to subside :regularly to the bnttQm. If the
Beer be not in a proper state, which it never is while any iermenta-
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tion continues, or when any after fret ocours, as is sometimes the
case, the bulk of the finings win soon be at the bottom, leaving the
Beer still foul, except just at the top, where there will be a little
transparenoy, perhaps an inch in depth, which will grow deeper in
time, but will not readily e:xtend to the whole. Fish skins, par
ticularly sole, are frequently used for the same purpose, because
cheaper than isinglass; but for a private brewer, the cost of the
small quantity of isinglass requisite can hardly be an object.

BREWING TABLE BEER.
This class of :Beer is generally made from the third mash, and

the gravity of course is not very high, and the extract not of the
best quality. This Eeer is vulgarly termed bomb-clink at Button,
and usually .served to the working men on the firm. To improve
the quality of this Beer, add 101b8. of the best Jamaica sugar to
the barrel. This should be done in the copper, and boiled fifteen
minutes before turning out into the hop-back; but the wort should
be boiled one hour and three-quarters before infusing the sugar,
making in all two hoUl's. Having the wort in the hop-back, it
should now be turned into the cooler, and passed through the re
frigerator into the gyle-tun, at a temperature of 68° thermometer in
the tun; add 1 lb. of yeast to each barrel of Ale, and well rouse
it. The gyle should now be covered, to prevent the gas escaping;
the heat should rise to 78° by thermometer; it should then be
cleansed in the usual way.

BREWING WITH PART SUGAR.
There are a variety of ways in using sugar. Some brewers

dissolve it in the mash-tun, and others in the underhack, and run it
into the fO~le-tunwithout boiling it; while others pump it into the
copper, and boil it with the warts the same length of time as the

extract from the Malt, allowing about 200 1b8. weight to be equal
to one quarte.r of Malt. I do to a certain extent approve of the
sugar being boiled with the Malt wort, for I think it is most
essential that the sugar should receive its share of the properties of
the Rops, as well as the extract from the Malt. The Hops cer..
tainly have a tendency to keep the :Beer sound and good, besides

imparting to it a most agreeable aromatic flayour; but thirty
minutes I consider quite long enough for boiling sugar.
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SAOOHAROMETER.
The use of the saccharomete:r is to show the gravity or increased

weight of the wort or liquid intended to be t:ried, in the proportion
of pounds and half pounds to the barrel, the barrel of water
weighing 360 lbs. It is adjusted at a temperature of 60°, and if
the wort is at that temperature, the instrument will give an exact
indication of its gravity; but as it generally happens that the wart
is at it much higher temperature, the following table of corrections
is given, ,,"hidl will show the number of pounds to be added to the
indication of the saccharometer, at any tem:perature up to 150°.

EUMPLE I.-Nearly:fill the trial jar with wort, or liquor to be
tried; immerse the saccharometer, and note also the point at which
the morcury remains stationary. Suppose the saccharometer indi
cates 8, and the thermometer 60°, as the instrument is adjusted at
60'\ no concction will be required; therefore 8 will be the true
gravity of the wart, and that added to 360 Ibs., gives 368 Ibs. as
its weight per barrel..

EXA..:MJ?LE lI.-Suppose the saccharometer indicates 9, and the
thermometer stands at 90°; under temperature 90°, in the first line
'Of the table, will be found I!, which added to 9 will be 10!, the
bue gravity; and that added to 360 will be 370:1- lbs., the true
weight of the wort per barrel.

EUMPLE lII.-Suppose the saccharometer indicates 42, and the
thermometer 1400

; under 1400 on the fifth line is 6!, which added
to 42 gives 48it the true gravity; and that added to 360 will be
408! Ibs., the true weight per barrel.

TABLE FOR CORRECTIONS OF TEMPERATURE.

! 60° t 70° !80° !90° IlOGo! 11001 120°1 130° 140°! 16Qo
I: ! 1·1 i I ;; I
'-l.--Ok.--t~-b-~-o--:I~, ! .. It :-:! 2! i3l i 4l : fit I~
!2. 10 ,,20 0 ! 1 j It .~ 21- 3 sil 4i : 5~ I 6i

3. 20 ,,80 0 k 1 I! 1 2;i- 3 ~ 4 I 4} 51 j 1 '

J 4. 30 ,,40 0 ! 1 ,If i 2* 3i! 4 I51 ; 6i !7t

i 5. 40 ,,50 0 k 11! If !2! 3~· I 4k 15~..~ 6* I7£
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By following tho rules here laid down in the Table for Correction
of Temperature, the operator can at aU times brew a uniform.
article, whioh is preforable to Iollo,ving that unccliain system of
adding so many barrels of water to the quarter of Malt during the
process of brewing, no matter whether the materials be gootl or
bad, and must have the usual quantity of barrels from the brew.
The consequence is, the articles would be sometimes 3 or 4 Ibs.
heavier, and at other times it would be the reverse, probably 3 or
4 Ibs. less, according to the quality ·0£ the materials used; hence
arises complaints from the consumer, which is very easily avoided
by the brewer understanding the Table of Weights and Heats.
The temperature is specified in tlio :first line of the table. You will
perceive that if the heat of the worts be 1500 by thermometer, and
weiglr 30 Iba., and when the heat has been reduced to 60° by
thermometer, the gravity will have increased 7 Iba., making tIle
actual strength 37 Ibs. per barrel ; this latter gravity can be re
duced by tbe addition of boiling water, which ~is preferable to raw
won, tQ bring the worts to the desired gravity.

STORING AND VATTING ALES..

In many parls of England it is usual to store the Ales away in
large vats, more so, perlmps, in Wiltshire, Somerset and Dorset,
than in any other counties, and remain in the vats a year and a half

or two years, which is a long time for capital to lie dormant. The
London brewers pursue a different course, and have their returns
once a month, whereby the capital is being continually at work.
In reference to vatting Ales there are differences of opinion. I
am decidedly averse to vatting Ales, particularly so in largequan
tities~ Ales should not be "fatted in larger vats than what you can.
wen fiU at one brewing, and also it should have gone through a
good process of fermentation and in no way should the latter be
languid, and great attention onght to be paid to the cleansing, so
that the Ales before pumping them into the vat sllOuld be perfectly
free of· the least particle of yeast; in fact, my advice to eV'ery
brewer is, and I am sure the brewer would in the course of time
appreciate my recommendation, to adopt the :Burton system, that is,
after having cleansed the Ales run the.m into racking squares, and
let them remain for twelve hours to allow the impurities in the Ales
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to deposit in the squares before pumping into the vat, for if there
be the least quantity of yeast left in the Ales1 it is very probable a
second fermentation will take place, sooner or later, and is most
likely to oocur when thunder is in the atmosphere. There is no
preventive for the evil, and the whole vat is sure to go to the bad.
My object for being in favour of small vats for storing is this; that
a vat containing two or three hundred barrels of Ale contains such
a large amount of sediment that whenever the atmospheric changes
take place, the whole vat of Ale becomes in a turbid state, and the
consequence is it will take a considerable time before it is :lit for
racking, antI probably before it has settled down fit for racking
there would be another change, and up it goes again; these are my
reasons for being averse to vatting Ales. There are no Ales vatted
at J3urton, save those that are returned, having gone off a little
acid. See the adYantage you have in storing away in casks; the
amount of labour it saves; no further racking; always rea<.ly to be
sent to the customer; and if the Ales should happen, through
atmospheric influences, to become a little cloudy, the Ales take no
time worth mentioning before they are all right again: but you
cannot say so of a large vat, which will take a fortnight or three
weeks to settle down into its proper state.
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